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No Child Left Inside: School-Based
Responses to Nature-Deficit Disorder
Introduction
Clifford E. Knapp
Northern Illinois University

T

his issue of Thresholds in Education explores
the theme “No Child Left Inside: School-Based
Responses to Nature-Deficit Disorder.” The
editors and authors believe that educators and other
community leaders should encourage today’s youth to
learn more about and play in the natural world surrounding them. “No Child Left Inside” is a piece of
proposed legislation designed to increase funding for
environmental education in the schools. It is also a
coalition of groups supporting this legislation and a
recent movement advocating for children to make
closer connections to nature. Nature-deficit disorder is

named in response to the No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) Act, passed in the United States in 2001.
Since its inception, NCLB has received mixed reviews.
Without doubt, this legislation resulted in some improvements in teaching and learning in the schools because
of an increased emphasis on educator and student
accountability. On the other hand, critics have been
disappointed with the emphasis on testing, mostly in
math and reading, and the subsequent narrowing of the
curriculum and the punitive measures meted out to
schools not meeting academic standards (No Child Left
Inside Coalition, 2009). Many teachers realize that a

“No Child Left Inside” is a piece of proposed legislation designed to
increase funding for environmental education in the schools. It is also a
coalition of groups supporting this legislation and a recent movement
advocating for children to make closer connections to nature.
a term coined by Richard Louv, author, activist, and
journalist, who believes that today’s youth need to
spend more time outdoors. He perceives their predominantly sedentary and electronically “plugged in”
lifestyles as detrimental to their mental and physical
health. Nature-deficit disorder is not a medical term,
but it is a way to communicate to the public about what
Louv considers to be a serious societal problem.
Supporters of this educational reform view this effort
as broader than just teaching more and better science.
They believe that all of the major academic disciplines
have a role in helping to make the curriculum more
experiential and meaningful to students.
Perhaps the No Child Left Inside movement was
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well-rounded student education also involves the
development of emotional and social intelligence, selfesteem, critical thinking, and other higher order thinking
skills. Because of this current tendency to limit the
view of teaching and learning, environmental education,
where much of the experiential study of the interface
between nature and culture occurs, has been negatively
affected. Teaching about the environment has been
curtailed because some teachers have de-emphasized
the topics that are not regularly tested. Some field
excursions aimed at investigating the community’s
resources also have been dropped for the same reasons. In some places, even recess and other opportunities for children just to be outside, involved in free play,
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have been curtailed.
educator at all levels—K-12, higher education, and
To counter this impact, the No Child Left Inside
adult, community-based programs. These educational
(NCLI) Act of 2009 was proposed. The plan is to
movements spanned a career that began in 1961 when
provide new funding for environmental education.
I taught high school science in New Jersey and lasted
According to Jack Reed, Democratic senator from
until I retired in 2001 after 21 years with the outdoor
Rhode Island, the NCLI Act is supported by more than
teacher education faculty of Northern Illinois Univer1,400 organizations across the country (Reed, 2009).
sity. During all of these years, I’ve promoted the
NCLI focuses on enhancing environmental literacy
importance of providing teachers and students with
through the K-12 public schools. It emphasizes student
firsthand nature and culture experiences outside the
achievement through adopting environmental literacy
classroom.
plans, rigorous curriculum standards, and teacher
Why did I agree to edit and contribute to another
training programs. It also urges teachers to take their
scholarly journal? One of my hopes is to achieve a
students outside to learn as an extension of the classgreater balance between indoor and outdoor learning in
room. On September 18, 2008, the House of Represen- the educational lives of students. I believe that students’
tatives passed the NCLI Act (H.R. 3036). As of this
lives are out of balance and they need to spend more
writing, the Senate has not voted on the bill (Circletime outside and less time plugged into electronic
time, 2008, October).
devices. Over the years millions of reams of paper
In addition to NCLI being a piece of federal
have been sacrificed to take this message to educators
legislation, it is also a national coalition of environmenall over the world. I have added to this tree carnage
tal, public health, and educational groups and a growing
myself with articles, book chapters, and books to help
movement to reinvigorate interest in connecting chilteachers see the value of the community as a classdren and youth with the natural world. This coalition
room. Why do I think that this journal issue will make a
represents hundreds of thousands of teachers, environdifference? Maybe it’s because I’m a teacher and
mental educators, and others. Its purpose is to alert
teachers must believe that their next effort to enlighten
Congress and the general public about the need to
others will be successful. When teachers lose their
support environmental educaoptimism about their ability to
tion in schools.
change the world through
The term nature-deficit diseducation, humanity is in
NCLI emphasizes student
order was coined in 2005 by
trouble. Let’s examine what
Richard
Louv
in
his
some writers believe about our
achievement through
groundbreaking book, Last
broken connection to the
adopting environmental
Child in the Woods (2008).
natural world.
Wikipedia defines it as referring
I am certainly not the first
literacy plans, rigorous
to the alleged trend that children
educator to sense a naturecurriculum standards, and
spend less time outdoors, resultdeficit problem with youth and
ing in a wide range of behavsound an alarm. In 1859
teacher training programs.
ioral problems (n.d., p. 1). ReadThoreau advised: “Natural
ers may ask, “So what is so new
objects and phenomena are the
and innovative about encouraging schools to provide
original symbols or types which express our thoughts
students with direct contacts with nature?” I could
and feelings, and yet American scholars, having little or
respond in at least two ways: Nothing is new about
no root in the soil, commonly strive with all their might
educators promoting the importance of nature and
to confine themselves to the imported symbols alone
community-based experiences for youth and every(quoted in O. Shepard [Ed.], 1961, p. 210). Pyle
thing is new about a revitalized international movement
described the condition of youth being apart from
to promote greater use of nature and community-based
nature as the “extinction of experience” (1993, p. xiii).
experiences in the school curriculum.
Berry called this separation an “alienation of humans
I come to this issue editor’s role with credentials
from the Earth” and believed that they have difficulty
earned during more than 45 years as an outdoor
seeing “the Earth as a sacred community” (2006, p.
educator, environmental educator, and place-based
10). Zaradic and Pergams observed “a trend away
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from human interactions with nature and a concurrent
learning took place in natural settings. Parents and
rise in the use of electronic entertainment media”
other residents who had the knowledge needed to solve
(2007, p. 130). They labeled this trend “videophilia.”
the problems of living shared what they knew with
Orr called this aversion to nature “biophobia” (1994, p.
young people. When education moved into a single
131). Orr also described how humans are rapidly losing
building, knowledge was divided into separate subjects
a sense of place and are becoming “deplaced.” By this
and was learned mostly by mediated methods that
he meant that they are losing “the competent and
separated students from direct experiences. Kahn, Jr.
knowledgeable affection for a specific locality” and
and Kellert edited a book that addressed the impordon’t know why the concept of place is important (Orr,
tance of contextual learning. They compiled chapters
D. in D. Hutchison. 2004, p. ix). Nabhan and Trimble
by leading educators and concluded: “There exists a
made the same point by asking the question: “What can critical and irreplaceable role of nature for all children,
be done to break this vicious
whether they reside in urban or
cycle of disaffection?” (1994, p.
nonurban, industrially devel97). Shepard lamented that our
oped or less developed,
Whatever we label this
species once lived in “stable harWestern or non-Western
trend away from the
mony with the natural environareas” (2002, p. xviii).
ment” and this recent change
Montessori and developmental
human connection to
away from this condition could
psychologists taught that “the
nature, it is considered a
be considered irrational and “a
interaction of hand, eye, and
kind of madness” (1998, pp. 3brain with concrete objects in
problem by a growing
4). He also called this separathe physical world” propels
number of politicians,
tion with nature a “disease of discognitive development (quoted
location” (1998, p. 106). Sobel
in D. Hutchison, 2004, p. 149).
parents, and educators.
labeled “a fear of ecological
Dewey wrote: “We cannot
problems and the natural world”
overlook the importance for
as “ecophobia” (1996, p. 5).
educational purposes of the close and intimate acquainHow should this societal problem be framed and
tance got with nature at first hand, with real things and
addressed? Have we really lost our roots in the soil and material, with the actual process of their manipulation”
our conscious sympathy for the natural world? Are
(quoted in D. Orr, 1992, p. 128). Schooling in the
today’s youth suffering from an extinction of experiUnited States has always had multiple purposes. Today,
ence, and are they caught up in a cycle of alienation or
increasing numbers of people believe schools should
disaffection from the Earth? Do they suffer from
prepare students to develop their environmental ethics
videophilia or biophobia, or are they deplaced and
so that the earth’s ecological balance will not be
afflicted with an irrational madness or ecophobia?
destroyed. In Orion (Russell et al., 2001), the editors
Whatever we label this trend away from the human
asked a key question: “Can we possibly imagine a
connection to nature, it is considered a problem by a
genuine ethos for the protection of the natural world
growing number of politicians, parents, and educators.
that is not firmly rooted in direct personal experience of
They note certain medical, cognitive, and behavioral
living nature and a profound sense for natural history”
conditions, such as obesity, type 2 diabetes, vitamin D
(p. 15)? If voting citizens do not have positive experiinsufficiency and deficiency, attention deficit hyperacences in nature, they may not use the democratic
tivity disorder, stress, and a lack of nature awareness
system to protect the natural world from future deand local knowledge (e.g., Anderson & Whitaker, 2009; struction.
Children & Nature Network, 2009; Dryden, 2009). All
One of my favorite quotations that sums up the
or some of these conditions may be directly associated
importance of nature education and direct experience
with the decreased use of the outdoors as a place in
outdoors for youth was written more than 100 years
which to play and learn.
ago by Luther Burbank, an educator and horticulturist.
What do educators have to say about the imporHe wrote:
tance of providing children with direct experiences in
Any form of education which leaves one less
nature? Before school buildings were constructed,
able to meet everyday emergencies and
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occurrences is unbalanced and vicious, and will
lead any people to destruction.
Every child should have mud pies, grasshoppers, waterbugs, tadpoles, frogs, mud
turtles, elderberries, wild strawberries, acorns,
chestnuts, trees to climb, brooks to wade in,
water lilies, woodchucks, bats, bees, butterflies,
various animals to pet, hayfields, pine-cones,
rocks to roll, sand, snakes, huckleberries and
hornets; and any child who has been deprived
of these has been deprived of the best part of
his education. (Quoted in Gruenberg, 1931, pp.
160-161)
The authors who have contributed to this issue of
Thresholds present their points of view about the need
to leave no child inside and to reconnect children and
youth to nature. They clearly recognize the potential
danger of nature-deficit disorder and the positive role
schools can play in remedying this problem. We offer
you their thoughts and feelings on this topic so that you
can decide for yourself where you stand in this critical
societal debate.
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No Child Left Inside:
A Critical Reflection
Robert L. Carter
Northern Illinois University

“We teach to change the world. The hope that
undergirds our efforts to help students learn is that doing
this will help them act toward each other, and toward the
environment, with compassion, understanding, and
fairness” (Brookfield, 1995, p. 1). So begins Chapter
One of Stephen Brookfield’s Becoming a Critically
Reflective Teacher. I often marvel at how well that
statement represents what outdoor and environmental
educators do, and hope for, even though Brookfield’s
book is not about environmental or outdoor education.
Works with such broad ranging applicability are often
wonderful things, I think.
In considering a contribution to this edition of
Thresholds in Education, I found myself wandering

Today we are witnessing a shift in economic
and social life patterns of enough gravity to
merit the thought of scientists as a whole and
nature leaders in particular. Those teachers
who can adapt themselves to change will be
the most successful. (Vinal, 1963, p. vii)
If Cap’n Bill was still with us, that statement might
well have been written by him yesterday with only
slight variation. Although he is not with us, the spirit of
his words and the legacy of his teaching, the teachings
of his contemporaries, and that of their successors
remain. That is our history—the history of outdoor

The emergence of the ecological concern that subsequently
led to the environmental movement of the 1970s in the United States
may have occurred at Alamogordo, New Mexico, on July 16, 1945,
with the detonation of the first atomic bomb.
back to the August/November 2001 issue and its theme
of place as a focus of pedagogy. Then I began to
reflect on all that has transpired since that issue was
published. The short list includes: the 9/11 attacks, the
passing of No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the publication of Richard Louv’s Last Child in the Woods and the
subsequent explosion of No Child Left Inside initiatives,
the financial crisis, and the passing by the United States
House of Representatives of a new Environmental
Education Act (H.R. 3036), dubbed, of course, No Child
Left Inside. These events and the still unrealized goal
of environmental education, environmental literacy, and
environmental concern becoming central tenets of our
educational structure and of our lives form the backdrop
for this critical reflection.
In 1940, William (“Cap’n Bill”) Gould Vinal wrote,
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education (OE) and environmental education (EE).
That history, that trail blazed by Vinal and his peers, in
conjunction with recent events, presents modern
outdoor and environmental educators with opportunities
not seen since the first Earth Day in 1970 and the
environmental enlightenment that accompanied it. It
seems that a trail hike is a suitable metaphor for this
sort of exploration, so join me, if you will, on a short
hike. I will, of necessity, be leaving out many more
names and events than I include, and for that I apologize in advance.

Retracing the Trail—Reflections on the Past
When Cap’n Bill penned the words cited above, the
world was a vastly different place. A world war that
the United States was about to enter was already
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raging across most of Europe and parts of Africa and
Asia. DDT and its chemical relatives were not yet part
of the environmental picture, and the Atomic Age was
yet to come. The emergence of the ecological concern
that subsequently led to the environmental movement of
the 1970s in the United States may have occurred at
Alamogordo, New Mexico, on July 16, 1945, with the
detonation of the first atomic bomb (Worster, 1977 as
cited in Kline, 2007). The nearly 25 year period
between that first atomic blast and the explosion of the
environmental movement in 1970 is a story unto itself,
too complex to relate here, but some highlights are
worth mentioning.

infuriated the chemical industry. Despite well organized, repeated, and public attempts to discredit both
Carson and her book, the public’s attention had been
captured (Lytle, 2007). One year after the debut of
Silent Spring another voice was added to the ever
growing choir of environmental spokesmen. In 1963,
Stewart Udall, Secretary of the Interior under President
John F. Kennedy, released his book, The Quiet Crisis.
Udall exposed both the past and the potential future
wasting of our natural resources as well as the story of
environmental degradation already well under way.
The works of Carson and Udall served as the fodder
for further environmental awakenings.

Trailblazing to Earth Day
It is no secret that Aldo Leopold had misgivings
about the value of the United States subordinating
ecological concerns to the industrial and military
mobilization of the American war effort (Meine, 1988).
But such concerns would not be given a fair hearing
until after the war. According to Kline (2007), post war
affluence and the new myth of “scientific supremacy”
could not obscure the environmental quality concerns

The civil rights movement
and protests against the war
in Vietnam are the most visible
aspects of the 1960s, but the
same fires that fed them fueled
growing attention to, and
concern for, the environment.
expressed in works such as Road to Survival (Vogt,
1948), Our Plundered Planet (Osborn, 1948), and The
Limits of the Earth (Osborn, 1953). Other authors
continued this theme. Post war affluence and its
environmental costs were further called into question
by John Kenneth Galbraith in The Affluent Society
(1958), and by Vance Packard in The Waste Makers
(1960). But it took two landmark works of the burgeoning environmental movement to really focus public
attention on the issues at hand.
The 1962 publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring set off a firestorm of popular controversy and
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A form of protest born during
the turbulent 1960s is a
generally passive event known as
a “sit-in.” A version of the sit-in
with an educational focus
became known as the “teach-in.”
The civil rights movement and protests against the
war in Vietnam are the most visible aspects of the
1960s, but the same fires that fed them fueled growing
attention to, and concern for, the environment (Carter
& Simmons, in press). Other writers continued to build
on the foundations laid by Carson, Udall, and their
predecessors, but the remainder of the decade of the
1960s is characterized more by environmental legislation signed by Presidents Johnson and Nixon. It might
be said that the road to Earth Day really was paved
with good intentions. And how good they were.
A major stroke for the environment came in the
form of the signing of the Wilderness Act by President
Lyndon Johnson in 1964. This was an action unprecedented in the history of the world, setting aside literally
millions of acres of wild America for the express
purpose of leaving it in its pristine condition. Although it
was no small achievement, a more comprehensive and
far-reaching piece of legislation would occur in just five
more years. In 1969 President Richard M. Nixon
signed a bill that became law on January 1, 1970,
ushering in an era of rapid environmental progress.
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
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(NEPA) led off the year, but it was only the beginning.
Well before NEPA became law, Wisconsin Senator
Gaylord Nelson and a Harvard Law School student
activist by the name of Denis Hays had been collaborating on a grass-roots event of national scope. A form
of protest born during the turbulent 1960s is a generally
passive event known as a “sit-in.” A version of the sitin with an educational focus became known as the
“teach-in” (Hall, 2005).
For some time Senator Nelson had envisioned a
teach-in with the environment as the focus, and with
Hays’ help in organizing college campuses across the
country the first Earth Day, April 22, 1970, involved
nearly 1,500 campuses and an estimated total of 20
million people (Rome, 2003). In October of that year
another landmark achievement for the environment
was realized when the first Environmental Education
Act became law. It was apparent by this time that
environmental protection and environmental education

backs, but the momentum that had been lost proved
difficult to regain. The NEEA eventually expired, and
efforts to renew it during the years of the Clinton and
George W. Bush presidencies failed repeatedly. But
the capacity building of the 1970s had produced a
nongovernmental infrastructure that, to this day, continues to be fertile ground for outdoor and environmental
education dialog, innovation, and dissemination and the
spark for the newly building energies in both OE and
EE.

Clearing Overgrown Trails
Although government may have, with certain
exceptions, abandoned outdoor and environmental
education, that did not dampen the spirit or energy with
which researchers and practitioners in those fields
approached their topics. Marcus and Moore (1976)
conducted a review of research on children and their
environments between 1955 and 1975 and found that

In 1990 President George H. W. Bush signed a new environmental
education act, the National Environmental Education Act of 1990
(NEEA), and it restored some of what had been lost under the Reagan
cutbacks, but the momentum that had been lost proved difficult to regain.
had both popular and governmental support. The
ensuing decade saw a flood of environmentally oriented
initiatives, educational materials, and other support in all
sectors, public and private (Carter & Simmons, in
press). Unfortunately, this period of development and
capacity building was not to be long lived.

Sometimes a Bumpy Path
What some view as a big bump in the EE road
others consider to be a major sinkhole. Regardless of
how one perceives them, the years of the Reagan
presidency were dominated by rollbacks in environmental protection and setbacks for EE (Carter & Simmons,
in press; Kline, 2007). Many projects and initiatives
were drastically reduced, slowed, or disappeared
altogether.
In 1990 President George H. W. Bush signed a
new environmental education act, the National Environmental Education Act of 1990 (NEEA), and it restored
some of what had been lost under the Reagan cut-
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not only was there very little of it, but what was
available had largely been ignored by policymakers and
decision makers in the planning of children’s outdoor
play spaces, resulting in sterile, built environments
lacking anything to engage children intellectually or help
them grow socially (Moore, 1974). Little seems to
have changed between then and the 1994 publication of
Louise Chawla’s In the First Country of Places:
Nature, Poetry and Childhood Memory in which she
asks, “What has happened to environmental memory,
and in particular memory of nature, under the changed
physical and cultural conditions of the twentieth century” (p. 2)? And in the The Geography of Childhood, Gary Nabhan offers the following for consideration:
To counter the historic trend toward the loss of
wildness where children play, it is clear that we
need to find ways to let children roam beyond
the pavement, to gain access to vegetation and
earth that allows them to tunnel, climb, or even
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fall. And because formal playgrounds are the
only outdoors that many children experience
anymore, should we be paying more attention to
planting, and less to building on them? (Nabhan
& Trimble, 1994, p. 9)
Clearly, the right questions were being asked and
good answers were being provided, not only by questioners such as Moore, Chawla, and Nabhan, but also by
many others. Rivkin (1995) built on and extended such
work in her manifesto (my word and nobody else’s that

seen, Louv is not the first person in recent years to
promote getting children back outdoors and active, nor
was he the first to speak to the benefits of doing so
and the perils of failing that. But Louv has put a solid
and comprehensive capstone on the work of those
who built on or added to the work of Moore, Rivkin,
Chawla, and Nabhan, just to name a few.

New Pathfinders
Marcus and Moore (1976) commented on both the
dearth of research regarding the relationship between

A study conducted by researchers at the University of Illinois revealed
that the symptoms of both attention-deficit disorder (ADD) and
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) were reduced in
children exposed to green spaces for even relatively brief periods.
I know of, but that is how important I think this book is)
on getting children back into the natural environment. In
The Great Outdoors: Restoring Children’s Right to
Play Outside she states,
Habitats for children, especially in industrialized
countries, have been greatly altered—often
destroyed—in this century, especially in recent
decades. In the following pages we look at
some of the reasons for this and what teachers
can begin to do to improve the outdoor experiences of children. (p. 1)
Hold on tight to two key words in that paragraph, fellow
hikers, children and teachers, for these are the prizes
at the end of our hike.

The Road Not Taken (with many thanks
to Robert Frost)
Almost since the day after Richard Louv’s Last
Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from
Nature-Deficit Disorder (2005) went on sale there has
been an explosion in the movement to get our children
back outside, away from games that are manufactured
by someone other than themselves and to begin growing
again, physically, mentally, and socially. But it may be
said that Last Child in the Woods was not so much a
seminal work as it was a tipping point. As we have
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children and the out-of-doors and the failure of planners and policymakers to make use of what research
was available in planning children’s outdoor spaces.
That picture is changing today as growing numbers of
researchers document evidence of the benefits of
spending time in green spaces, regardless of the type
of engagement or the intensity, regardless of the age of
the participant. What outdoor educators have known
for decades is no longer strictly anecdotal—it is
documented and supported by empirical research.
Being outdoors, whether for recreation or education, is
healthful—mentally, physically, and socially.
A study conducted by researchers at the University of Illinois revealed that the symptoms of both
attention-deficit disorder (ADD) and attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) were reduced in
children exposed to green spaces for even relatively
brief periods (Kuo & Taylor, 2004). Most telling in
their research is that not just any outdoor space was
sufficient, nor was the type of activity a determining
factor. The environments that produced the observed
effects were green rather than built—what the authors
of the study identify as “the green advantage.” Even
more recent studies, too numerous to address here,
continue to document the value of natural environment
exposure over any other type of outdoor experience.
The benefits of any outdoor experiences, especially
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experience in the natural environment, are now well
documented and evidence in further support of that is
mounting daily. Meanwhile, the resources and methods
for implementing appropriate educational strategies
have been continuously evolving providing new variations on the environmental education schema.

I Always Liked Looping Trails

observers and commentators on U.S. education are
calling for more than the modification of NCLB; they
are demanding its demise (Houston, 2007; Ravitch,
2009).
To extend the metaphor of Frost’s Road Not
Taken, a far better path would be to take the road less
traveled since the enactment of NCLB. It is the road
to the contextual and deep experiential learning that are
part and parcel of all of the “educations” that have
been addressed and described in this reflection: outdoor,
environmental, environment-based, and place-based.
Often trails are well marked. Other times less so, or
not at all. In this case there is a well marked trail ready
and waiting. What is needed now are the guides and
pathfinders.

As educational strategies have continued to evolve,
new terminology has appeared in the EE vernacular.
Environment–based education and the environment as
an integrating concept (EIC), wherein the local environment is emphasized as the focal point of educational
efforts, have gained proponents as has place-based
education (Broda, 2007). An effort to refocus educational energies at the local community level, placebased education has been defined as “the process of
The Final Reflection:
using the local community and environment as a
Where Do We Go From Here?
starting point to teach concepts in language arts,
So, here we are at the end of this particular hike,
mathematics, social studies, science, and other subjects
my fellow travelers. It is now time to talk about those
across the curriculum” (Sobel, 2004, p. 7).
two prizes: children and teachers, all teachers. Last
Modern practitioners and other proponents of these
Child in the Woods (2005) may be viewed as a major
strategies have brought education full circle, again.
signpost on the road not taken in 2001. Richard Louv
Everything we know today about effective, experiential,
could not have foreseen the groundswell of reaction his
community-based, contextual education was being
book would generate. The call for “no child left inside”
espoused by the earliest trailblazers in education, from
is a wonderful and quite sensible idea. Louv’s book is
Comenius to Dewey (Hammerman, Hammerman, &
now out in its second edition
Hammerman, 2001). And those
and the movement continues to
methods have stood the test of
grow, but it seems that the
time. So where have things
And if schools are to again
focus of getting children
gone astray?
outside needs to be broader.

Not All Paths Are Created
Equal

be integral parts of the
community with curricula
that focus on place as the
beginning of education, then
we need a cadre of educators
who can facilitate that.

In 2001 American education
came to a fork in the road, and
one path was taken. And as
Robert Frost wrote, it has made
all the difference. Unfortunately,
the path appears to have been a
poor choice. The 2001 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, commonly referred to as No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), subordinated or eliminated curricular elements
and proven teaching methods in favor of reading and
mathematics with particular emphasis on high stakes
testing supported primarily through rote learning
(Lewis, 2002; Rose, 2007). Today many practitioners,
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Leaving no child inside requires shifts in our culture and
in the culture of education that
we are not yet close to realizing.
Since before that first
Earth Day in 1970, before
NEPA and the first EEA
became laws, there have been
two essential elements in
getting children outdoors. The first is family. Through
vacations and other excursions or simply sending the
kids outside to play until supper, outdoor experience,
whether structuref or unstructured, was a part of
daily life. As Louv has pronounced, families need
to get back to the outdoors. But schools need to
introduce, re-embrace, or re-emphasize outdoor and
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mental education and in both formal and nonformal
environmental education. And if schools are to again
settings, so our legislators need to hear from us.
be integral parts of the community with curricula that
Money is a part of the answer, but in the end it is not
focus on place as the beginning of education, then we
the most important. The ultimate answer lies with
need a cadre of educators who can facilitate that. In
people: the teachers.
order to truly have No Child Left Inside we need to
If we do not have many teachers who feel prealso have No Teacher Left Inside. But teachers have
pared or even inclined to teach in the outdoors or about
not always been the most anxious to teach in the
the environment, from where will we get more?
outdoors or even beyond the school walls.
Researchers have been investigating the connection
In a study conducted by Simmons (1998), one
between early exposure to the environment and subsefinding was that although teachers valued natural
quent tendencies to continue contact with it, teach in
settings they often tended to be hesitant about teaching
and about it, or protect it for some time. Palmer (1993)
in them. Part of their misgivings was grounded in how
found that childhood exposure
well they felt prepared to teach
to the environment increased
in such environments. Regardthe tendency for continued
ing teacher preparation,
What is needed now is a
contact as adults. Evidence
McKeown-Ice (2000) found that
culture of support for those
from a small study conducted
few institutions with teacher eduin the upper Midwest in 2004cation programs provided any inwho would teach in, about,
2005 indicated that teachers
struction in teaching in the outor for the outdoors and the
who were prone to employing
door setting. Data from three
OE and EE overwhelmingly
related studies (Kirk, Wilke, &
rest of our environment.
had developed deep connecRuskey, 1997; Ruskey, Wilke, &
tions to the outdoors as
Beasely, 2001; and Ruskey &
children: an artifact of the culture that encouraged
Wilke, 2005 as cited in Crouch & Abbot, 2009) provide
a longitudinal picture of the availability of both inservice outdoor play and exploration (Carter, 2006). The study
did not investigate a direct correlation to those childeducation as well as preservice preparation in environhood experiences and the propensity for environmenmental education for teachers. The picture is not
tally oriented teaching, but if a deep connection to
heartening as the data indicate a steady decline in
nature is a prerequisite for teaching in and about the
preservice education and little gain for inservice over
environment, can we hope to recruit and prepare those
the period covered by the studies—1995 through 2005.
without that early connection? After all, we are now in
Another point of great concern is the lack of funding
a world where that connection is the exception rather
for EE programs or training, demonstrated in the cited
than the rule. Research by Kovan and Dirkx (2003)
research to have fallen to nearly nothing. So, where,
into the “environmental awakening” of adults indicates
really, do we go from here?
so. Although early exposure to positive experiences is
Last Child in the Woods, the grassroots No Child
desired, it by no means rules out the possibility that later
Left Inside movement, the legislation that has been
authored in response to them, and the concerns outlined exposure can also produce lasting connections.
And that brings us back to the trailhead, the final
here offer the promise of a bright new path. But it
needs to be followed. In September of 2008 the United stop on our little hike. The attention is building. Funding may not be too far off. The energy levels are
States House of Representatives passed and sent on to
unprecedented. What is needed now is a culture of
the United States Senate the reauthorization of the
support for those who would teach in, about, or for the
National Environmental Education Act, alternatively
named in this version as The No Child Left Inside Act
outdoors and the rest of our environment. It cannot be
(H.R. 3036, 2008). As part of that legislation it was
based on or consist of disjointed and sporadic workconnected to the reauthorization of the Elementary and
shops for inservice teachers or preservice coursework
Secondary Education Act —a bill originating in the
without follow-through to the inservice world. New
United States Senate. As of this writing both remain
models need to be developed and offered. By way of
languishing in committee. As written they both would
example, here at Northern Illinois University a new
provide new funding to revitalize outdoor and environmodel for inservice teacher education is in develop-
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ment. This resident based, immersion experience is
grounded on the principle that to successfully leave no
child inside we must leave no teacher inside. The
PEERS Network (Practical Environmental Education
Resources and Strategies) will be designed to incorporate positive outdoor experiences as well as put into the
hands of teachers not only the materials, but also the
skills required for successful outdoor and environmental
education. I strongly encourage other teacher educators to devise teacher education programs that emphasize such a contextual approach that incorporates both
useful cognitive experiences as well as necessary
affective ones.
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Schools as Natural Ecologies of Hope
Cheryl Charles
Children & Nature Network
Santa Fe, New Mexico

E

schoolyards and public places. We can inspire in
cology is a term my grandfather, Perl Charles,
children a belief that the world can be a better place,
taught me. He was born in 1899, the oldest of
that the present can be nourishing, and the future can
four children of Bula and Tom Charles, who
be a time of fulfillment. We can go a long way toward
settled in New Mexico in 1907. Granddad, as were
achieving that goal by reconnecting children and nature,
many in the family, was a life-long conservationist—
beginning in the schools where children spend most of
and always a teacher and storyteller. Humorous and
their daylight hours during a week. We can work to
wise, he epitomized common sense. He taught me that
change policies and practices, attitudes and behaviors.
all parts of any environment, living and nonliving, exist
Most important, we can all
in relationship to one another in
help to build the necessary
an ecology. The most inspiring
awareness that will result in
and effective teachers are those
The most inspiring and
parents, grandparents, teachwho labor with love and respect
effective
teachers
are
those
ers, school administrators, and
to create an ecology of hope
whole communities making the
every day in the lives of their stuwho labor with love and
changes in everyday life that
dents, whether those students
respect
to
create
an
ecology
will establish children’s rights
are in formal or informal settings.
to daily and direct experiences
In this article I discuss the
of hope every day in the
with nature as a fundamental
idea of an ecology of hope within
lives
of
their
students.
foundation for their healthy
the context of the “Leave No
development and achievement.
Child Inside” movement. I surWhy is this so important? Let us review some of
vey some of the research—some classic and some
the data, to stand on the evidence as well as common
recent—that examines the impacts on the cognitive,
emotional, and academic development of children when sense. Here is what a growing body of research—
anecdotal and formal—is indicating.
they live disconnected from the natural world. I also
suggest actions that leaders of both in-school and outPhysiological Impacts of the Lack of Outdoor
of-school initiatives can take to support this movement.
The works of the Children & Nature Network and its
Activity on Children and Youth
affiliates’ efforts are the foundation of that discussion.
Outside-Of-School
A host of lifestyle changes in the past 20 to 30
The Ecology of Hope
years has contributed to a sedentary society of youth
For many reasons, I believe that we need to
who are disconnected from nature and, in many cases,
demonstrate the positive power of the ecology of hope.
disconnected from each other and their families.
This is especially important for those who touch the
Children and youth today have little direct experience
lives of children and teens throughout their schooling
with the outdoors (Senauer, 2007, 2008) during school
years. We can make conscious choices and cultivate a
and outside of school. They especially don’t play and
sense of efficacy in ourselves and others. The belief
learn in natural settings from woods to coastal marshes,
that we can make a positive difference is at the heart
arroyos to farmlands, and city parks to tree-lined
of hope. We can make life better for children and
streets. If they are outdoors, the experience is more
likely to be in organized sports and on playground
ourselves by opening the door to the first classroom—
the natural world—from backyards to neighborhoods to equipment grounded in asphalt with little natural variety
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in the setting. Thirty-five years ago, 42% of all children
either walked or rode a bicycle to school. Today,
national estimates range from 14% to 19% (Falb,
Kanny, Powell, & Giarrusso, 2007). There are always
exceptions, but, on the whole, the defining experience
of today’s children and youth is in-doors—at home or in
school—or in a car.
With all good intentions on the part of parents and
caregivers, most children are being given a virtual,
vicarious, electronic, passive, and cocooned experience
of childhood. Committed to hectic schedules, wellintended parents drive in circles to shuttle their children
to the four walls of schools and other supervised
programs with little unstructured time for natural play
and learning. If not in highly organized and structured
after-school programs, children and youth are often
under what Richard Louv calls “virtual house arrest,”
within locked doors, glued to computer screens that
serve as a de facto child care program instead of being
outdoors. Students are numbed by too much media
exposure, screen time, inactivity, and, too often, isolation. Children need leisurely, unscripted, genuinely
playful, and exploratory hours to find the wonders in
their own backyards, schoolyards, and neighborhoods.
This is fundamental to their healthy cognitive, social,
and physical development (Charles, 2007).
In the U.S., according to studies conducted by the
Kaiser Family Foundation, children and youth from
ages 8 to 18 are spending as much as 60 hours a week
involved with electronic media (Rideout & Hamel,
2006; Roberts, Foehr, & Rideout, 2005). A longitudinal
study released recently by the National Institutes of
Health in the United States reports a significant decline
in outdoor activity and exercise on the part of children
as they get older, dropping from about three hours a
day among nine-year-olds to about 50 minutes a day
among 15-year-olds during the week, and less than 35

Thirty-five years ago, 42%
of all children either walked
or rode a bicycle to school.
minutes a day on weekends (Nader, Bradley, Houts,
McRitchie, & O’Brien, 2008).
Lack of exercise and the extremely sedentary
lifestyle of many children and teens have contributed to
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an epidemic of obesity. In the 1960s, about 4% of
children were considered medically obese or significantly overweight. Today, the national average in the
United States is about 20% (Senauer, 2007).

In School
As important as unstructured play in natural
outdoor settings is, so too are the opportunities for
direct learning in the outdoors as a fundamental and
foundational part of school curricula. The best way to
make learning meaningful is to do so in context—in
children’s nearby surroundings. They learn, gain
confidence, and develop a sense of place—all of which
combine to create self-confident, competent, capable,
and caring adults (Rivkin, 2000). The opportunities for
direct learning in the outdoors are being limited by a
number of factors—some are place-specific. Some,
however, seem to be common to schools around the
country. Both need to be examined for their short- and
long-term impacts on the health and learning capabilities of children and youth.
There is a trend in the United States to prevent
children from running and playing on the school
grounds, including during recess. Many U.S. schools
have eliminated or reduced recess, or are reported to

The opportunities for direct
learning in the outdoors are
being limited by a number of
factors—some are place-specific.
be considering doing so (Senauer, 2007). When
children are outdoors, often on asphalt playgrounds,
there has been a dramatic increase in bullying and
physical scuff-ups. Evidence indicates that incidences
of bullying can be eliminated or minimized when
outdoor play is more frequent and when the playground
has natural and varied play elements (Moore &
Marcus, 2008).
Beyond the elimination of recess, opportunities to
implement curricula connected to natural surroundings
have been in decline for the past several decades; this
is exacerbated by the unintended consequences of
legislation such as that enacted in 2001 to leave no
child behind. That legislation pressures teachers in
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current school environments to be accountable for
record-keeping and test scores that, unfortunately, often
get in the way of students’ optimal learning.
Despite the heroic efforts of many educators to
create balanced learning experiences, the narrow
emphasis on testing, particularly in the last decade, has
caused us to lose some ground. While there have been
laudable accomplishments in place-based education and
similar common-sense movements where turning the
schools and their grounds into learning communities are
underway, those programs are still not the norm.
Although we are now beginning to see a resurgence of
schoolyard habitat projects, school gardens, and outdoor-based learning laboratories, these welcomed
improvements come at a time of “high stakes testing,”
a reduction or elimination of recess in some schools,

Evidence indicates that
incidences of bullying can be
eliminated or minimized when
outdoor play is more frequent and
when the playground has natural
and varied play elements.
and other attributes of a narrowed curriculum (Frost,
2009).
Landmark programs like Project Learning Tree and
Project WILD, which I founded with others in the
1970s and 1980s, continue to serve as powerful naturebased academic resources for educators. Even so,
there are too many instances—even when those and
other similarly fine resources are integrated into
mainstream curricula—of children found studying
nature in the abstract, in a relatively sterile classroom
environment, far away from direct experience with
nature. When both Project Learning Tree and Project
WILD were founded, most children still went home and
played outdoors after school. Sadly, that is not the case
today for most children. Children’s sedentary, buildingbound lifestyles are all the more reason it is vitally
important to bring nature into the classroom and for
teachers and other educators to take children and teens
outdoors as a fundamental foundation for learning
within their school curricula.
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Documented evidence of the benefits from the
child-and-nature connection abound (Charles, 2007;
Senauer, 2008). A variety of researchers indicate that
children’s cognitive flexibility and creativity are en-

Beyond cognition, there are also
mental health benefits to a
nature-based curriculum.
hanced if they have the experience in childhood to
problem-solve in natural settings versus in highly
controlled, human-dominated, managed settings like
concrete playgrounds and even manicured playing
fields—places with less ecological diversity. The
evidence indicates that students do better on a range of
standardized tests in all major subject and skill areas
when direct access to natural outdoor areas is a part of
school. For example, one study showed a 27% increase in science scores, and other studies show
across-the-board gains in math, language arts, and
social studies (American Institutes for Research, 2005).
Combining naturalized school grounds and play areas
with a nature-based curriculum, should increase the
benefits even more significantly and probably would
make a major contribution to helping to reduce what
Richard Louv has called nature-deficit disorder in
today’s children and youth (more about Richard Louv in
the next section).
In addition, more research is correlating outdoor
experience with earth stewardship: helping children
develop the ecological literacy and citizenship values
they will need to create and maintain healthy places to
live as adults (Amel, Manning, & Scott, 2009;
Hungerford & Volk, 1990). When students are outdoors and watch the seasonal changes, as one example,
they learn about “place.” They learn about the natural
cycles and changes of an ecological setting. To the
extent that students do that on a regular basis, they are
inclined to have a more complex and informed understanding of that natural system—and potentially other
natural systems. They will be far more likely to care
about the health of living systems over time, make
informed decisions, and effect responsible actions.
Beyond cognition, there are also mental health
benefits to a nature-based curriculum. There is now a
substantial body of work over decades that indicates
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with the mission of building a movement to reconnect
that the simple act of going outdoors reduces people’s
children and nature. Schools—students, teachers, and
stress, anxiety, depression, and attention-deficit disorthe families and communities they serve—are an
ders. When a walk in the woods or 20 minutes in an
important part of that mission.
outdoor learning classroom can
The Children & Nature
substitute for a heavy dose of beNetwork is providing a critical
havior management chemicals,
School-based responses
link between researchers and
we should pay attention (Senauer,
to
addressing
nature-deficit
individuals, educators, and
2008).
organizations dedicated to
The evidence indicates that
disorder are grounded
children’s health and wellone of the best antidotes to stressin
children,
youth,
their
being. The Network is also
ful lifestyles is spending time in
promoting fundamental instituoutdoor natural settings. It is time
teachers, and communities
tional change. One of our
for schools—their teachers and
being
integrally
connected
major goals is to support the
their students—to truly open the
to the living world
nonpartisan, proactive camwindows and doors to get outside
paign that is emerging to
for many breaths of fresh air and
that supports us.
Leave No Child Inside which
fruitful learning experiences
we announced in April of 2006
(Charles, 2007).
at an event at the National Press Club in Washington
DC. The campaign is being replicated, endorsed, and
Reconnecting Children and Nature
championed by allies throughout the United States,
There is an emerging worldwide movement to
Canada, and in other parts of the world.
reconnect children and nature. It is grassroots. It is
To summarize the research—and the common
diverse. It is largely spontaneously generating and selfsense that supports it—children tend to be happier,
organizing. The children-and-nature movement is
healthier, more cooperative, better problem solvers,
helping to stimulate something long overdue in
schools—that is, a renewed effort to reconnect children more creative, and do better in their school achieveand youth, from birth through 12th grade, with the
ment if they have frequent opportunities for learning in
opportunity to learn in context, in daily contact with the
the outdoors as an integral part of their everyday lives
natural world. School-based responses to addressing
(Charles, 2007). There are many reasons for opening
nature-deficit disorder are grounded in children, youth,
the doors for children to play and learn again in natural
their teachers, and communities being integrally conareas in the outdoors. The need is urgent. The bennected to the living world that supports us.
efits will be enormous, both now and in the future.
Richard Louv published his best-selling book, Last
Healing the broken bond between our young
Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from
and nature is in everyone’s self-interest, not
Nature-Deficit Disorder, initially in 2005 (Louv, 2008,
only because aesthetics or justice demand it,
2005). The messages in it—combined with the
but also because our mental, physical and
evidence all around us about children’s nature-deficit
spiritual health depend upon it. (Louv, 2008,
disorder—are among the energies that are fostering,
p. 3)
nourishing, and creating this emerging children-andnature movement. Its popularity is good news for all of
Actions We Each Can Take Outside of Schools
us who care about children’s health and well-being,
• Take a child outside.
their school achievement and self-esteem, and their
potential for fulfilling lives. Louv is quick to say that
• Encourage nature-based, children-friendly
nature-deficit disorder “is by no means a medical
spaces and places throughout our communities.
diagnosis, but it does offer a way to think about the
• Make reconnecting children and nature a
problem and the possibilities” (p. 10).
priority.
In 2006, I joined Richard Louv and others to
• Educate parents, grandparents, and other
cofound the Children & Nature Network
caregivers about the cognitive, physiological,
(www.childrenandnature.org), a nonprofit organization
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and emotional benefits to children who play
outdoors on a regular basis.
• Encourage physicians to prescribe natureplay, because it is good for children.
• Educate architects, builders, community
planners, and civic leaders about the need for
areas of native habitats in planned developments and existing neighborhoods, so children
have places to play that foster their imagination.
• Build new partnerships and support existing
efforts to bring the resources of the private
sector together with public agencies in bold,
balanced, and conserving ways to achieve a
sustainable future.

Actions We Each Can Take Inside of Schools

•

Reinstate recess where it has been eliminated.
• Integrate outdoor experiences throughout
the school curricula.
• Affirm those teachers who have always
brought the outdoors indoors (e.g., using live
plants, natural materials, and ecologically-based
learning laboratories) and who create opportunities to connect children and nature.
• Maintain, expand, or create areas of native
plantings, schoolyard habitat projects, school
gardens, and diverse natural areas on the
school grounds and in nearby neighborhoods.
• Provide hands-on, nature-based professional development opportunities for all teachers and other educators.
• Engage custodial and grounds staff in
helping to create and maintain nature-based
school grounds with butterfly gardens,
schoolyard habitats, and school gardens.
• Connect food growing with healthy living
and learning.
• Invite people who can talk about the
importance of reconnecting children and nature
and who can provide examples of how to do it,
to school board meetings, parents’ meetings,
and other places in the community where there
are people who can help bring nature back to
school for children’s healthy and optimal
development.
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•

Get parents and the community involved—
because nature-based learning is good for
everyone.

Caring for Communities
Beyond the schools, in order to reconnect children
and nature, we need to care for communities. We
can’t reconnect children and nature without paying
attention to the nature of communities. The health of
communities is interdependent with the health of
schools. Both are critical to an ecology of hope. My
husband, Bob Samples, has written a significant handful
of seminal books in the past 35 or so years, including a
classic, The Metaphoric Mind (1993). Through our
many years of collaboration, the most recent of our
joint efforts is the book Coming Home: Community,
Creativity and Consciousness (Charles & Samples,
2004). In that book, we write, “Healthy communities
are cultural and natural systems where life and learning
are nourished and the actions of members enable a
peaceful and sustainable future. A healthy community
functions by the laws of both culture and nature” (p.
10). We believe that healthy communities begin with
healthy children.
In some communities, there has been a yearning
for a sense of community that has escalated during the
past 20 years: a yearning for a sense of belonging and a
sense of place that is particularly vulnerable and
precious during these times in which we are bombarded
with fragmenting, polarizing, divisive forces at every
turn. Some are cultural forces of fragmentation; some
are manifested in physical surroundings in many
settings where an integrated, comprehensive, balanced
approach to community design, conservation, and
restoration is not consciously applied and, in fact, is
nonexistent—particularly in ways that serve children’s
needs. Many children and youth are impacted by the
breakdown of community health. Creating healthy,
stable communities contributes to the resiliency of those
who live there (Benard, 1998; Wells & Evans, 2003).
Reconnecting children and nature is fundamental to
creating healthy, stable communities.
Learners of all ages need knowledge, skills, attitudes, and commitment to enable us to live as a community with culture and nature in balance. We need to
reinvigorate a sense of community that is grounded in
the basics of democratic practice. We need to rekindle
confidence in the efficacy of individuals and groups of
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people who are working together for the common good.
We need to understand how to live as individuals
among others, in communities of communities, with
enough sense of shared meaning in life to prevent our
differences from overwhelming our commonality.
Despite all the signs of nature-deficit disorder, I
believe strongly in the power of will, efficacy, and hope.
Based on the community-based initiatives resulting
from Leave No Child Inside efforts, this movement to
reconnect children and nature can serve to strengthen
the fiber of civic culture in our towns and cities, suburbs, and rural regions.
Integral to the movement to reconnect children and
nature, some wonderful things are going on that are
designed to improve and sustain the health of communities. These are all things that we can do in our communities, and each of these is happening somewhere.1

Actions Communities Can Take

•

Map it. Make sure that healthy, outdoor
places to play are in walking or bike-riding
distance of every child.
• Green the schools—all the schools. From
preschools to high schools, put a priority on
having nature-based play and learning environments everywhere that children and youth
come to play and learn.
• Start new neighborhood watches, where
parents and others take turns being watchful so
that children can play safely outdoors, exercising their imagination and getting a taste of “free
range play.”
• Get together with friends, family, and
neighbors and start monthly outings as part of a
community’s Nature Clubs for Families (Children & Nature Network, 2009).
• Take turns riding a bike or walking with
children every day to school.
• Take down a few backyard fences to
share common, naturalized play spaces for
children, or build rooftop naturally-vegetated
play spaces, or plant community gardens, and
narrow the streets so that children can more
safely cross them or ride their bikes in the
neighborhood.
• Take out at least some of the playing fields
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and asphalt to bring naturally vegetated play
and learning areas to every school in every
neighborhood.

Our Living Legacy
Change is a result of consciousness. If consciousness is what we pay attention to, then creating a shift in
consciousness is as simple as paying attention to
different things. It is up to each of us and begins within
each of us. Bob Samples has written in our book,
Coming Home, “Consciousness is the dance of the
spirit, the song that connects the hope for the future”
(Charles & Samples, 2004, p. 247).
Bob has long been a champion of the spirit and has
consistently urged all who would listen to turn to natural
systems, to nature, for perspective and inspiration. He
says, “We need to reground ourselves in the ways of
wild ecologies. . . . It is nature that will guide us to the
kind of realistic, dynamic equilibrium that we need in
order to heal the rifts between culture and nature”
(2004, p. 246). I would add, to heal the rifts between
children and nature; between communities and nature;
from our homes, schools and neighborhoods to the
planet as a whole.
I believe we will succeed in turning around these
trends of the past few decades in which children in
every setting—home, school, and neighborhood—are
disconnected from the natural world. We will reconnect children and nature, healing children and humanity
in the process as well. We will be a generation that
opens the doors again for children and youth to know
and feel the joys of wonder, awe, and respect for the
natural world. Together we will heal the separation
between children and nature, beginning in our schools
and in children’s everyday lives. We will reestablish a
healthy, natural balance between technology and
natural systems. We will build a movement that
succeeds in reconnecting children and nature, and in
that process, inspire a new generation to believe in a
better future. We will leave, for generations to follow,
a legacy of leadership and an ecology of hope.
Endnote
1
These actions are relatively simple to initiate. For more
broad-based community design strategies, see Kellert
(2005), Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador (2008), and Kellert
and Wilson (1993). For one perspective on the scientific
and theoretical basis of these efforts, see Wilson (1984).
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T

oday there exists an unprecedented public
student attitudes and behaviors remain unchanged.
awareness and concern for the environment.
Thus, a new approach to teaching environmental
Taking care of the natural world around us has
education may be needed in order to truly impact the
emerged as one of the most dominant and pressing
internal worldview of students.
issues of the 21st century. Despite this, the American
The purpose of this study was to identify the longeducation system has been placing “more important”
term effects—on students’ environmental knowledge,
subjects such as reading and
attitudes, and behaviors—of
writing in front of environmenrepeated visits to the West
tal education. In fact, a research
53% of school districts have Valley Outdoor Learning
report by the Center on EducaCenter and to compare the
reduced
the
amount
of
time
tion Policy found that 53% of
knowledge, attitudes, and
school districts have reduced the
behaviors of these students
they spend teaching science
amount of time they spend
with those of students who had
in
elementary
schools
by
at
teaching science in elementary
not visited the center or had
schools by at least 75 minutes
visited it only once. In addileast 75 minutes per week.
per week (McMurrer, 2008).
tion, this research evaluated
In 2003, the National Scithe effectiveness of these oneence Foundation called upon the public to create a
day visits over time when combined with a single,
intensive, 3-day environmental education camp experi“concerted, systemic approach to environmental
ence in the fifth grade. This study attempts to make a
education” (Pfirman, 2003, p. 53); but what exactly
contribution to the field by studying a program in which
does a “concerted, systemic approach to environmental
students receive the environmental education on a longeducation” consist of? It is traditionally assumed that
term basis (over multiple years) and are assessed at
environmental education should involve presenting
least one year after visiting the center.
students with information and knowledge about the
environment and that this will in turn produce proReview of Relevant Literature
environmental attitudes and behaviors (Pomerantz,
1990-1991). Recent studies, however, have shown that Program Length
the link between knowledge, attitudes, and behavior
Most environmental education programs consist of
might not be quite so straightforward (Jaus, 1984; Iozzi,
short-term experiences, and some suggest that this is
1989; Pooley & O’Connor, 2000). It seems that even
why it can be difficult to find long-term retention of
with increased knowledge about the environment,
environmental education knowledge (Hart & Nolan,
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1999). Leeming, Dwyer, Porter, and Cobern (1993)
conducted a literature review of 34 environmental
education studies since 1974. Only one study, Asch
and Shore (1975), involved educating the students for
longer than one year. In the majority (59%) of studies,
the duration for environmental programming was less
than two weeks. However, one long-term study,
conducted by Hoody (1995), evaluated students who
had attended an outdoor science school for the entire
sixth grade. As high school seniors, 59% of these
students reported an increased interest in natural
sciences, and 80% reported an increase in appreciation
for the environment. The vast majority of environmen-

grade students who had visited the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park were given informal, in-depth
interviews one year after the visit. Most students
retained the environmental and ecological knowledge
and had a perceived increase in pro-environmental
attitude (Farmer, Knapp & Benton, 2007). In another
study, when 36 adolescents participated in an outdoor
adventure trip, they retained an increase in selfperception four months after returning to their urban
home environment (Garst, Sheider & Baker, 2001).
Lastly, Jaus (1984) assessed two third-grade classes,
one of which received two hours of environmental
education for five days. Students who received the

Most environmental education programs consist of short-term
experiences, and some suggest that this is why it can be difficult to find
long-term retention of environmental education knowledge
tal education programs, however, consist of short-term
experiences.

Assessment Duration
Additionally, the majority of these studies collected
data immediately after the environmental experience.
In fact, Leeming, Dwyer, Porter, and Cobern (1993)
found that only 9 of the 34 studies collected follow-up
data and only one study collected data after three
months. Thus, many environmental education researchers have recommended that future research
involve collecting long-term follow-up data to determine
whether the effects persist over time (Hart & Nolan,
1999; Hoody, 1995; Leeming et al., 1993). If educational programs are not having a long-term impact on
students, their value could be considered questionable.
Despite this, most of the literature on studies that
examined effects over time has focused on a change in
attitudes. Studies have documented a positive increase
in attitudes, retained after one year (Simmons,
Neakrase & Bemont, 1977; Farmer, Knapp & Benton,
2007), after two years (Jaus, 1984), and even after six
years (Hoody, 1995). Simmons, Neakrase and Bemont
(1977) found that 14 high school students educated in a
3-week ecology course showed an increase in knowledge and attitude scores. Most of these learning gains
were retained after one year, and no decrease in
attitude scores was reported. In another study, fourth
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instruction scored 30% higher on environmental attitudes, an increase that was still present two years after
the instruction.
These long-term assessment studies are valuable
because they show that environmental education can
have a positive long-term effect on environmental
attitudes. Most of these studies indicated a stronger
retention of environmental attitudes than of knowledge.
The present research study also assesses long-term
retention: Students were surveyed more than one year
after visiting the West Valley Outdoor Learning Center.
No known research has evaluated a program that
combines daily visits with an intensive environmental
education camp. This study examined the effectiveness of each of these experiences to evaluate the most
effective type or combination of environmental education programming.

Method
Population
In the spring of 2008, 281 students from eight
classes at Centennial Middle School in the West Valley
School District (Spokane, Washington), were surveyed.
In the 2007-2008 school year, a total of 572 students
attended the school, with 85.7% being White and
49.7% receiving free or reduced lunch. All sixth and
seventh graders within the school were given the
opportunity to take the survey. A total of 137 female
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(49.6%) and 139 male students (50.3%) were surveyed; 122 students were in the sixth grade and 158
students were in the seventh grade. Only two students
did not return parental permission to participate in the
study. Data from five students was omitted due to
incomplete surveys.

Program
The West Valley Outdoor Learning Center (Learning Center), which was created and continues to be
managed by the West Valley School District, has been
in operation since 2003. Nearly 60 classes visit the
Learning Center twice a year, once in the fall and once
in the spring. Each session at the Learning Center
consists of one full day, from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Students learn about butterflies in kindergarten, mammals and weather in first grade, habitats and life cycles
in second grade, geology and Native Americans in third
grade, and eagles and salmon in fourth grade. The
Learning Center has two buildings with three rooms
and approximately five educators. Typically, students
will start with a large group activity and then rotate to
different indoor and outdoor stations, all based around
the topical theme for the day. Most, if not all, stations
involve hands-on experiential learning, making the
environmental topics come “alive.”
In the fall of the fifth grade, classes visit the Latah
Creek habitat area, where they learn about animal

Long-term assessment
studies are valuable because
they show that environmental
education can have a positive
long-term effect on
environmental attitudes.
tracks and use visual clues to track the location of
animals for one day. In the spring of fifth grade,
classes travel to the Chewelah Peak Learning Center
(Environmental Camp), located on 20 acres of wilderness at the base of 4,000-foot Chewelah Peak. Students spend three days engaging in intensive environmental education experiences, including testing and
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determining water quality, dissecting a rotting log, and
playing a predator-prey simulation game. After graduating from elementary school, most students have
engaged in a total of 14 full days of environmental
education, spread across a period of six years.
The experimental group consisted of students who
had visited the Learning Center while attending one of
the elementary schools in the West Valley School
District (N=224). The control group (N=55) consisted
of students who had moved in to Centennial Middle

At the West Valley Outdoor
Learning Center students
typically start with a large group
activity and then rotate to
different indoor and outdoor
stations, all based around the
topical theme for the day.
School from another district and, therefore, had not
visited the Learning Center or had visited it only once.
The control group attended an average of 2.93 schools,
while the experimental group attended an average of
2.88 schools. This indicates that the major distinction
between the groups is the number of visits the students
made to the Learning Center, not the number of schools
they had attended.

Instrument
The Middle School Environmental Literacy Instrument (MSELI) was used to assess environmental
knowledge and behavior. The MSELI was initially
developed by Bluhm, Hungerford, McBeth, and Volk
(1995). This four-part instrument is widely used and
accepted within the field to assess the environmental
literacy of students. Only Parts I, II, and III of the
MSELI were used in this study. In Part I, students
were asked to write about environmental issues with
which they were familiar. This section was analyzed
by counting the number of words the students wrote
and coding each issue as “complete” (3 points), “partial” (2 points), or “incomplete” (1 point). Students
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were given complete credit if they named an environmental issue and included both the cause and the
detrimental effect on the environment. Part II consisted of a 17-question multiple-choice test on basic
environmental concepts, and in Part III, students selfreported their number of environmental-friendly behaviors during the last six months.
The Attitude Toward Science in School Assessment (ATSSA), developed by Germann (1988), was
used in addition to the MSELI survey to assess students’ attitudes relating to science. On the ATTSA,
students rate their level of agreement with 14 items,
such as “During science class, I usually am interested”
and “Science is boring,” using a 5-item Likert scale.
The researcher administered the survey to all but
20 of the students. Before beginning the survey, the
researcher gave general information about the study to
students, along with pictures of the Learning Center, to
refresh the students’ memories. This was done to
activate prior knowledge and experiences from the
Learning Center as well as to assess the remembered
sights and experiences one or two years after visiting.

Data Management and Approach
The number of visits to the Learning Center was
determined by analyzing the schools that each student
had attended (page one of the survey). It was assumed that if a student was attending a school within
the West Valley School District, that student had visited
the Learning Center with his or her class. Therefore,
every year that a student attended a school within the
West Valley School District, the student was assumed
to have taken two trips to the Learning Center.
The Learning Center has been in operation for only
five years. Therefore, the seventh graders had been
going to the Learning Center since the third grade and
the sixth graders since the second grade. Three
additional days were added for students who checked
that they had attended the 3-day Chewelah Peak
Environmental Camp. These factors were taken into
account when calculating the “Total Number of Environmental Education (EE) Days” for each student.
Thus, a seventh grader could have experienced a
maximum of eight environmental education days (within
the West Valley School District), and a sixth grader
could have experienced a maximum of ten.
Statistical analysis was performed using the
Statistics Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software
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Group

Attended
Environmental
Camp?

Number of
Visits to the
Learning
Center

N

Control

No

0 or 1 time

52

Group 1

No

2 to 7 times

18

Group 2

No

8 to 10 times

3

Group 3

Yes

2 to 7 times

49

Group 4

Yes

8 to 10 times

154

Table 1.

program. The five students who attended the Learning
Center one time were included within the control.
Therefore, the control group consisted of students who
had attended the Learning Center no more than one
time.
Data were analyzed combining the number of visits
a student had taken to the Learning Center with
whether or not they attended the Camp Experience.
For this, five groups were formed, as shown in Table 1.
The MSELI (Hungerford, Ramsey, Volk, & Bluhm,
1993) was used to measure student knowledge of
ecological issues and pro-environmental behavior; the
ATSSA (Germann, 1988) was used to evaluate student
attitudes toward science. Number 14 on Part II of the
MSELI was omitted from the analysis because only
30% of the students (slightly more than chance)
marked the correct answer. Additionally, number five
on the ATSSA, “If I knew I would never go to science
class again, I would feel sad,” was omitted from the
analysis because many students’ responses did not
correlate with the rest of their responses. It seems that
the double negativity of the statement may have been
confusing.

Results
MSELI Part I: Environmental Issues
Means for MSELI Part I were 2.86, 3.06, 2.75,
3.75, 3.92 for Control, Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively (see Figure 1, next page). Additionally, students
who attended the Learning Center (Groups 2, 3, 4 and
5) scored significantly higher than the control group
(Group 1), 3.82 vs. 2.79 points (p<.05). This indicates
that the students who attended the Learning Center and
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MSELI Part I
Number of Words Written

4

20

3

15

Group Means

Group Means

MSELI Part I
Environmental Issues

2
1

10
5

0

0

C

1

2

3

4

C

1

2

3

4

Groups

Groups

Figure 1: MSELI, Part I. The five groups were scored for
content on environmental issues. The more often
students had attended the Learning Center and the
Environmental Camp, the better they scored.

Figure 2: MSELI Part I. When the number of visits to the
Learning Center is combined with the Environmental
Camp, the mean total number of words written increases
almost linearly.

Attitudes Towards Science
8
7
6
Group Means

5
4
3
2
1
0
-1

C

1

2

3

4

-2
-3
Groups

Figure 3: When the number of visits to the Learning Center
is combined with the Environmental Camp, the total attitude
towards science increases and then decreases.

the Environmental Camp were more aware of environmental issues than students who did not.
The number of words that the students wrote was
also examined from MSELI Part I. Means were 12.87,
14.61, 15.33, 18.35, and 19.38 for Control, Groups 1, 2,
3, and 4 respectively (see Figure 2). The students who
wrote the most had visited the Learning Center many
times and participated in the Environmental Camp.
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Additionally, students who attended the Learning
Center (Groups 2, 3, 4 and 5) wrote significantly more
than the control group (Group 1), 18.80 vs. 12.62 words
(p<.01).

ASSTA
The control group’s mean science attitude score
was -.242, indicating that they had a slightly negative
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view of learning about science, compared to an
average of 3.96 for students who had visited the
Learning Center (p<.01). Additionally, Pearson correlation analysis indicates that visiting or not visiting the
Learning Center is statistically correlated with the total
attitude score (p<.01). Group analysis also shows an
increase in attitude scores to a certain point. Means
were -2.23, -.94, 5.00, 7.43, and 3.31 for Control,
Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively (see Figure 3).
These three measures on the survey indicate that

attending the Learning Center and Environmental
Camp are positively associated with the independent
variables. However, the true significance of the
Environmental Camp is displayed when you remove the
Environmental Camp from the data analysis and only
consider the number of visits that a student took to the
Learning Center, as can be seen comparing the left and
right panels in Figure 4. The right side shows data
from student groups thus far; the left side shows data
from student groups omitting the Environmental Camp
from the data analysis.

Group

Number of
Visits to the
Learning
Center

N

Group

Attended
Environmental
Camp?

Number of
Visits to the
Learning
Center

N

Control

0 or 1

52

Control

No

0 or 1 time

52

Group D

2 to 4

35

Group 1

No

2 to 7 times

18

Group E

5 to 7

32

Group 2

No

8 to 10 times

3

Group F

8 to 10

157

Group 3

Yes

2 to 7 times

49

Group 4

Yes

8 to 10 times

154

MSELI Part I: Issues Points, Scoring for Content
Learning Center and Environmental Camp

4

4

3

3

Group Means

Group Means

Visits to Learning Center

2

1
0

2

1
0

C

D

E

F

Groups

C

1

2

3

4

Groups

Figure 4: Left panels indicate that an increase in visits to the Learning Center results in an increase in the independent
variable, but after a certain point the benefits level off. In contrast, when considering visits to the Learning Center as
well as the Environmental Camp, the independent variables continue to rise as visits increase, as can be seen on the
right panels (Continued on next page).
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MSELI, Part I:Issues, Number of Words Written
Learning Center and Environmental Camp

20

20

15

15

Group Means

Group Means

Visits to Learning Center

10

5

0

10

5

0
C

D

E

F

C

1

Groups

2

3

4

Groups

ATTSA: Mean Total Attitude

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

Learning Center and Environmental Camp

Group Means

Group Means

Visits to Learning Center

C

D

E

F

Groups

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

C

1

2

3

4

Groups

Figure 4 Continued: Left panels indicate that an increase in visits to the Learning Center results in an increase in the
independent variable, but after a certain point the benefits level off. In contrast, when considering visits to the Learning
Center as well as the Environmental Camp, the independent variables continue to rise as visits increase, as can be
seen on the right panels.

Furthermore, the importance of attending the
Environmental Camp is displayed in the data shown in
Table 2. When visits to the Learning Center are
removed from the data analysis and only whether or
not a student attended the Environmental Camp is
considered, the differences between groups are much
more pronounced.

Memories
What did students remember more than a year
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later about attending the Learning Center? For this
analysis, only students who had been to the Learning
Center (N=225) were considered. Fifty-two percent
wrote about doing some sort of hands-on activity,
including 15% who mentioned games; 10% remembered an activity involving salmon and smells; 7%
remembered identifying plants and animals; and 4%
remembered dissecting fish. Because the majority of
students wrote about doing these hands-on activities, it
seems that being active helps the activity to “stick” in a
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Students Who Did Not
Attend Environmental
Camp

Students Who Did
Attend Environmental
Camp

F

P Value

# Words Written

13. 40

19. 13

7. 35

.007, p < .01

Content Points

2. 91

3. 88

6. 65

.010, p < .01

Total Attitude

-1. 62

4. 30

9. 85

.002, p < .01

Total Knowledge

10. 56

11. 45

4. 15

.043, p < .05

Table 2: Note that the total knowledge portion of the MSELI (MSELI Part II) was not significant when looking at total visits to
the Learning Center, but is statistically significant when solely looking at whether a student attended the Environmental
Camp.

student’s brain more vividly than other experiences.
Additionally, 35% of students who visited the
Learning Center wrote about using their senses. The
majority (76%) of these students remarked on something they saw, 22% of these students wrote about
using their “touch” sense, and 15% of students mentioned using their sense of smell. Nearly 10% of all
students wrote about this salmon smell activity, so
perhaps it was using their sense of smell that made it so
memorable.
Also, it is noteworthy that students remembered
experiences from all of the grades that they attended
the Learning Center, not simply the most recent experiences. The most students (16.4%) mentioned an
activity relating to the Native Americans, which was
from third grade, followed by the salmon smell activity
from Grade 4 (10.2%) and the aquifer/water testing
from Grades 3 and 5 (8%).
No statistically significant distinctions were discovered between male and female groups or the ages of
the students. Additionally, on MSELI Part II or III, the
behavior and ecological knowledge indexes, no statistically significant differences between the control and
experimental groups were detected.

Discussion
First, there was a statistically significant difference
between groups for the number of words and content
that students wrote about the environmental issues
(MSELI Part I). This indicates that students who have
attended the Learning Center are better able to write
about the causes and effects of an ecological issue than
the control group. The difference in the number of
words that they wrote is significant because it is
believed that if students could write more about the
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environment, they would be able to answer questions
on a state standardized test more completely. This
correlates with findings by Bartosh (2003) and
Lieberman and Hoody (1998), who determined that
schools with systematic environmental education
outperformed schools without it in reading, writing, and
math on standardized tests.
Secondly, the students who attended the Learning
Center scored higher on the ATSSA, indicating a higher
attitude toward science. The emphasis on the affective
as well as cognitive domain is displayed in the center’s
mission statement, to “give teachers and students an
opportunity to have experiences in an outdoor setting
while instilling an appreciation for fish, wildlife, and our
natural resources.” Note that the goal is not only to
communicate environmental knowledge or teach
students about the environment, but also to give students “experiences in an outdoor setting,” thereby
“instilling an appreciation for…our natural resources.”
Jaus (1984) argues that this is the most important
aspect of environmental education; if educating students does not result in a change within the internal
worldview of the student, then some may question the
purpose of the education.
The implications of an increased positive attitude
toward a subject are many, including an increase in
achievement in the subject area as well as an increase
in motivation for school in general. In fact, Lieberman
and Hoody (1998) found that environmental education
resulted in increased performance on standardized
tests, reduced discipline problems, increased engagement for learning, a greater comprehensive understanding of the world, and advanced thinking skills leading to
discovery and real world problem solving.
Moreover, one or two years after visiting the
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Learning Center, most students remembered the hands- most effective environmental education consists of
on activities. Therefore, it is believed that, in addition to visits spread across many years and at least one
intensive culminating environmental education experithe duration of the programming, the effectiveness of
ence. As this is the type of programming that is
the Learning Center is based on providing experiential
offered at the Learning Center, it is suggested that the
environmental education. Simply being active when
West Valley Outdoor Learning Center be used as a
learning can help to form a mental foundation on which
model for environmental education programming across
concepts can be placed. The fact that students were
the country.
able to remember experiences from four or five years
earlier indicates that the experiences students have at
the Learning Center are successful and long lasting.
Limitations
Next, the fact that most students wrote about using
This study was unable to control certain external
their senses when describing their memories of the
factors, such as the environmental education backLearning Center emphasizes the necessity of using
ground of students that were not from the West Valley
senses when exploring and learning in nature. Louv
School District. Furthermore, the control group was
(2005) asserted that the use of the senses in nature is
not identical to the experimental group because every
student in the control group had moved to Centennial
one of the most integral parts of the nature experience,
Middle School from another school. Despite this, there
especially because it is so often eliminated in today’s
is only a slight difference in the
society of concrete and buildaverage number of schools
ings. In this study, the most comthe control and experimenmonly mentioned sense was
The research from this study that
tal
groups
attended (2.93 and
touch. Indeed, in a world that is
indicates
that
the
most
2.99).
becoming more and more
In addition, this study
mechanized and electronic, useffective environmental
assessed
students one or two
ing senses to learn and experieducation
consists
of
visits
years after their last environence the world may be a novel
mental education visit. The
experience for these students,
spread across many years
conclusions drawn from this
and perhaps this is what made it
and
at
least
one
intensive
study could be much more
so memorable.
definite if the survey was given
Data from this study show
culminating environmental
before, during, and after the
a drop in benefit after a period
education
experience.
environmental education
of exposure. This may indicate
programming. Because of the
that visits to the Learning Cendelayed post-test-only design
ter yield the greatest benefit in
of
this
research,
it
is
impossible
to know if changes in
environmental education after a number of visits, but
knowledge or behavior scores were present and then
after a certain point, the benefits level off. Or this data
decreased over time. The only definite conclusion is
may represent a difference between the earlier experithat after one year, a statistically significant difference
ences of students in a new program and their later
was
detected in attitudes towards science and knowlexperiences when the program was running more
edge of environmental issues between the control and
effectively. When data from visiting the Learning
Center was combined with attending the Environmental experimental groups.
Camp, however, statistical significance was detected in
Conclusion
almost all measures. The implications of this are that
Despite these limitations, there are many reasons
attending an intensive environmental education camp in
why the data from this study provide novel and encourcombination with daily visits over a period of years has
aging evidence for the field of environmental education.
a much greater impact on students than daily visits
The study shows that visits over time, in combination
alone. It is believed that the daily visits helped to
with a multi-day intensive environmental education
develop the foundational science concepts which made
camp experience, can be very effective in changing
the Environmental Camp even more effective. Therestudents’ attitudes towards science and knowledge of
fore, the research from this study indicates that the
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environmental issues. Not only this, but these differences were present more than one year after the
environmental education experience, indicating that the
environmental education concepts are permanent and
long lasting.
The programming at this Learning Center is unique:
Because the center is operated by the West Valley
School District, it is able to offer repeated visits
throughout a student’s school career. When graduating
from the fifth grade, students will have visited the
Outdoor Learning Center twice a year for six years. It
is believed that these numerous environmental experiences will permanently impact each student’s views
towards the environment. In fact, childhood experience
of natural habitats is the most commonly cited influence
of conservationally-minded adults (Louv, 2005).
Perhaps the greatest influence resulting from
environmental education is something that cannot be
measured on a survey or test; it is something innate,
something present within students when they are asked
to discover nature. As environmental educators, our
job is more than simply imparting knowledge to students. It is to assist children to experience nature and
to inspire in them a love for science and the outdoors.
In this, environmental education programs should
focus—as this Learning Center does, on the affective
domain rather than simply cognitive knowledge. Indeed, Louv states that “while knowledge about nature
is vital, passion is the long-distance fuel for the struggle
to save what is left of our natural heritage” (p. 158). It
is hoped that this program will ignite this passion for the
environment within students, creating environmentallyconscious citizens that are able to tackle the increasingly complex environmental issues of our planet.
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O

utdoor educator Janet Ellsworth, Solid Waste
and spent the rest of the time on the phone or playing
District Director Joanne Mudra, and Professor
music” (Olson & Clough, 2009, p. 53). Olson then
Louise Fleming have a motto that drives their
asked her students how much time they spent observprofessional development for K-12 teachers: No
ing the natural world.
Teacher Left Inside. In Ohio, Academic Content
When tailgating, walking to class, and playing
Standards (Ohio Department of Education, 2009) and
organized sports were removed, most of these
the Ohio Achievement and Ohio Graduation Tests drive
soon-to-be elementary teachers spent almost
instruction. Many Ohio school districts have cut back
no time in nature, and worse, appeared to value
on what they see as nonessentials such as recess,
those experiences little if at all. (Olson &
physical education, and even the arts in order to
Clough, 2009, p. 53)
promote more time to teach what is expected to be on
the standardized tests. Under the threat of low test
Louise’s experiences match Olson’s (2009). In her
scores and Ohio Department of Education school
experiences with both practicing and pre-service
performance designations, even imaginative teachers
teachers, she finds few of them who go out into nature
are challenged to invent meaningful instructional
opportunities for their students.
regularly. Many of them
If we want teachers to make
express fear, especially for
room in their curriculum for
their own children. Others
Under the threat of low
outdoor experiences for their
respond with comments such
test scores and Ohio
students, we need to provide
as, “I’ve never been to the
outdoor experiences for teachwoods before!” Providing
Department of Education
ers. We need to model with
experiences for teachers to
school performance
them (and their students) what
learn outdoors allays their
they can do with their students.
designations, even imaginative fears of what they think is
Another reason we need
out there and helps them to
teachers are challenged to
to involve teachers in outdoor
see that their students will be
experiences is that many of
invent meaningful
more enthusiastic about
them lacked outdoor experilearning when they are
instructional opportunities
ences when they were growoutdoors (Broda, 2007).
ing up, and even fewer of them
for their students.
Time spent learning outdoors
have outdoor experiences as
renews teachers’ enthusiasm
adults. Olson (Olson &
for
teaching
(Louv,
2008b).
“In an era of increased
Clough, 2009) found that when she asked her preteacher burnout, the impact of green schools and
service students to spend time alone in nature, “they
were bored, didn’t know what they were ‘supposed to
outdoor education on teachers should not be underestido’, had observed ‘everything’ within a few minutes
mated” (Louv, 2008b, p. 3).
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GREET

Outdoor Education Explorations Program

Greater Richland Environmental Education Team
(GREET) came out of a discussion of various organizations with an environmental emphasis. Members
include Richland County Soil and Water Conservation
District, Richland County Regional Solid Waste Management Authority, Mansfield City Schools Outdoor
Education Explorations Program, Gorman Nature
Center, Ohio Bird Sanctuary, Mohican School in the
Out-of-Doors, Malabar Farm State Park, Ohio State
University Extension, and Kingwood Center. As
Education Specialist with the Solid Waste Authority,
Joanne Mudra was already conducting teacher and
student-focused activities in Richland County, and, in

Janet Ellsworth is the coordinating teacher for
Mansfield City Schools’ Outdoor Education Explorations Program. For over 40 years, the program has
educated fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students in and
about the natural environment. Their curriculum
integrates language arts, math, social studies, and
science through outdoor explorations. Seasonal activities such as cross-country skiing, canoeing, pond
explorations, compass orienteering, GPS technology,
and arts and nature studies are all taught from learning
targets which address the Ohio Academic Content
Standards (Ohio Department of Education, 2009).
Students who normally do not have access to outdoor
areas are receiving the chance to spend time in the
outdoors.
The Outdoor Education Explorations Program also
provides classroom teachers prior to each season’s
classes for their students with inservice experiences in
the outdoors, including compass orienteering, cooperative problem solving, art and writing in nature, skills of
Paleolithic peoples, soil composition, and many more
outdoor and environmental lessons. These professional
development sessions give teachers confidence with
new outdoor skills, heightened awareness, and a strong
commitment to fostering environmental literacy. A 5th
grade teacher stated, “Our students do not normally
have access to the outdoors. They can seldom even
play outside in their own neighborhoods. Outdoor
education provides opportunities to explore, investigate
and inquire in a safe, supportive, and nurturing environment.” Well prepared and confident teachers can
make the most of this teaching opportunity. An administrator summarized the impact of the program as “a
seamless transition of learning.” A 6th grade teacher
echoed that satisfaction, calling her days of teaching
lessons in nature “a continuation of learning—even an
open door to reach more of an understanding of the
lessons taught in the classroom.”
A 2009 expansion of the Outdoor Education
Explorations Program includes new butterfly habitats at
two elementary schools. Primary grade students will
focus on monarch butterfly life cycle stages and will
showcase their knowledge of monarchs, their habitats,
their migratory journey, and their interactions with the
environment during a family learning festival in September, which will conclude with a butterfly release. Many
of the participating staff members attended a workshop, offered by the Monarch Teacher Network, in

Providing experiences for
teachers to learn outdoors allays
their fears of what they think is
out there and helps them to see
that their students will be more
enthusiastic about learning
when they are outdoors.
order to reach more students and teachers, she invited
the other organizations to form a partnership. This
discussion led to School Days, a coordinated event for
3rd and 4th grades to spend a day learning about trees,
making butter, tasting honey and watching the bees,
playing games about predator/prey relationships, and
examining bones, skulls, and furs of animals.
The next step was to focus on teacher professional
development, and a yearly teacher workshop series
was added. A total series contains eight to 10 workshops, and teachers can choose to take three for one
hour of credit or six to earn two hours. Teachers are
invited to an Environmental Resource Fair at which
each of the sponsoring organizations presents a teaser
for its workshop and gives teachers an overview of
what they will experience. Workshops in the 2009
series included Wonders of Wetlands, An Evening with
the Stars! Science of Change, Polymer Science,
Breads of Harvest, and Fossil Workshop for Teachers.
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June 2009 and have continued developing a yearlong
series of activities and lessons for the school-wide use
of the outdoor classrooms.
In the fall of 2009, a collaboration between
Mansfield City Schools (Janet Ellsworth and others)
and Ashland University (Louise Fleming) will partner
student teachers with 4th graders on a field trip to learn
about restoring, maintaining and preserving wetlands
habitats. Fourth graders, classroom staff, AU students, professors, and the Outdoor Education Explorations staff will investigate the Black Fork Wetlands
Environmental Studies Center. Over the course of the
year, field trips to this nearby wetland will allow students and student teachers to collect samples, record
observations, chronicle their experiences with art and
writing in adventure journals, and observe interactions
of plants and animals. This field learning will be
augmented with a teacher workshop and yearlong
classroom activities from Wonders of Wetlands
(Kesselheim & Slattery, 1995). Before each field trip,
classroom teachers and student teachers will receive
background information, in order to assure their comfort with the activities and their enjoyment of the day.

Greenlinks
Since 2002, Region Six of the Environmental
Education Council of Ohio has hosted Greenlinks, a
two-day yearly teacher workshop that some of the
repeat participants call “summer camp for teachers.”
Standards-based lessons integrate language arts, social
studies, math, science, and arts with the outdoors.
Janet Ellsworth and Joanne Mudra are the facilitators,
with help from Louise Fleming and others in the Region
Six Leadership Team. They have strived to engage
teachers in high quality, outdoor experiences that
prepare teachers to teach in the outdoors. Some of the

Standards-based lessons
integrate language arts, social
studies, math, science, and
arts with the outdoors.
activities from the last eight years included GPS
technology, letterboxing, readers’ theater, storytelling,
fossil hunting, Paleolithic skills such as flint knapping
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and corn grinding, art methods using natural materials,
kaleidoscope design, butterfly tagging, nature interpretation, and many language arts ideas using the outdoors
as inspiration. Workshop instructors have included
naturalists, historians, authors, poets, artists, professors,
entomologists, and ethnobotanists.
Greenlinks has become so popular that the facilitators have had to begin turning teachers away. The
activities are interesting, and they challenge the teach-

Greenlinks has become
so popular that the
facilitators have had to
begin turning teachers away.
ers to go beyond their current knowledge. Facilitators
participate alongside the teachers, thus encouraging
them to take risks. Because the subject areas include
language arts and arts, participants make crafts, write
poetry, and design art products. Each participant is
asked to share a piece of their work which was inspired by an idea presented during the 2 day workshop.
Examples of writing activities and participants’ responses show how engaged the teachers are.
One writing activity used in the 2009 workshop
was to write Power Phrases that connect the reader/
listener with the natural world (Knapp and Goodman,
1981). One participant wrote:
I am a beautiful stream trickling through life.
Some parts along the way are rocky and
turbulent. Others slow and lazy. But everywhere I travel, I touch something…someone—
becoming a part of life along the way. (Betty
Kelly, June 2009)
Another writing activity was to embed facts from a
geology hike into a poem. An example follows.
Blackhand sandstone where Indians painted a
black hand to guide fellow travelers to flint.
Stepping stone by stone, fern by fern, back in
time to elephantine mastodons grazing near
glacier’s edge. Water eternally building and
tearing down the land, leaving behind sandstone, limestone, shale, and conglomerate . . .
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where and when did this water begin its
downhill journey, its migratory life? (Frank
Anderson, June 2009)
Evaluations from the Greenlinks workshops confirm that teachers become empowered by the outdoors.
The following are some comments from Greenlinks
workshop evaluations: “I didn’t realize how much
environmental education improved learning outcomes.”
“The workshop is packed with hands-on activities that
are easy to incorporate into lesson plans. I can’t wait
to use them!” “Very worthwhile . . . touches each at
our being.” “Using the outdoors to inspire writing
activities is more motivating and fun.” “I’m inspired to
help my students to be good stewards of the Earth.”
When asked how they would incorporate environmental education into their teaching in the next six
months, teachers answered: “Nature walks–marking a
trail. Use ‘private eye’ [a loupe magnifier] to take a
closer look. Descriptive writing in nature.” “Now, I
plan on taking my students to the headwaters for a
hiking/writing experience.” “Get kids outside more
often.” “I gathered many helpful ideas for using nature
in creative writing class.”

Ellsworth taught letterboxing, a way to use clues and
compass readings to direct someone to a cache containing a stamp and stamp book. A park district volunteer led the teachers on a walk at the wetland preserve
and then, as groups, they hid a cache, wrote clues,
exchanged clues with another group, and found the
letterbox. In the meantime, the teachers enjoyed
wetland plants, discovered wildflowers and a snake,
and listened to the call of a Sora Rail just arrived from
migration.
The second day started at Black Fork Wetlands, an
environmental studies center of Ashland University.
Dr. Patty Saunders, Assistant Professor of Biology,
gave an introduction to the wetland and its ecology.
She provided boots and waders, nets, microscopes, and
sample bags for anyone who wished to experience the
wetland firsthand. Some participants waded in the
wetland. Others stayed on the boardwalk to net
samples. Everyone used magnifying glasses to identify
samples. The afternoon session focused on activities to
engage students in learning about wetlands and how to
advocate for wetlands. Participants were enthusiastic
in their evaluations. They had varied in their prior
understanding of wetlands, but all of them learned more
about how to involve their students in wetland activities.

Wonders of Wetlands
Wonders of Wetlands (Kesselheim & Slattery,
1995) is a conservation education program that is
delivered in workshops. Wanting to focus on wetlands,
Janet Ellsworth and Louise Fleming chose this program
for a spring teacher workshop. It was part of the
GREET series for 2009 and was cosponsored by
Region Six of Environmental Education Council of
Ohio. Knowing that experience would enhance the
workshop and the teachers’ enjoyment, they planned

Place-Based Education
Louise Fleming teaches a capstone seminar entitled
Place-Based Education in the Master of Education
program at Ashland University. Students are teachers,
and many of them are also young parents. They find
that the material is applicable to them as parents as
well as teachers. Students read and discuss articles
and/or book chapters by David Sobel (2008), David
Kline (1997), Gregory Smith (2002), Theobald and

Participants varied in their prior understanding of wetlands, but all of
them learned more about how to involve their students in wetland activities.
the activities around a visit to two wetlands.
The first session took place indoors and acquainted
the participants with wetland ecology and some of the
benefits of wetlands. The afternoon session was a visit
to Audubon Wetlands Preserve in Ashland. To increase teachers’ enjoyment of the wetland trip, Janet
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Curtiss (2000), Suzie Boss (2002), Richard Louv
(2008a), and Wendell Berry (1995). They learn what
Place-Based Education (PBE) is and some models of
PBE. They also research topics such as school
gardens.
Students also engage in outdoor activities. They
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make nature maps and make and use their own homemade nature journals. Students also receive Project
Wild (Center for Environmental Education, 2006)
materials and participate in activities. Because the
topic is Place-Based Education, lessons and activities
are selected to connect students with where they live.
This is a highlight for students in the seminar because
Project Wild (Center for Environmental Education,
2006) provides lessons that teachers of any grade level
or subject can use with their students, including background material and activities. Many students have not
previously thought about nature around them but all of
them enjoy making connections with what is part of
their daily experience.
Two field trips are central to the seminar. One
field trip is to take an interpreted walk at a nature
center. Students love discovering wildlife at the nature
center. One year students had read David Kline’s
(1997) essay about a Killdeer nest and found one on
their walk. The next year, the naturalist pointed out a
dragonfly which had just emerged from nymph form.
The other field trip is to an organic farm, followed by a
trip to a farmer’s market. Although many of them are
familiar with farmer’s markets, they learn the benefits
of eating locally by seeing how healthy food is grown.
The seminar’s final project is to develop a unit that
the students can use to teach about community. For
example, a high school English teacher developed a unit
on school gardens, with the idea of having his students
install one. In their final evaluations, several students
indicated that look forward to teaching their units.
They also wrote comments such as “renewed my
passion to come up with learning tasks that inspire”; “I
never really realized how much students really learn
from place-based education”; “This Inquiry Seminar
gave the opportunity to take my natural love of nature
and combine it in my classroom”; and “I came away
with a lot of ideas and our school grounds have a lot of
opportunities for outdoor exploration.”

No Teacher Left Inside
Janet Ellsworth, Joanne Mudra, and Louise Fleming
continue to pursue their motto, No Teacher Left Inside.
To make room for teaching outdoors, teachers must
have professional development that includes outdoor
experiences. The workshops, inservice instruction, and
classroom experiences give teachers standards-based
outdoor learning activities that they can use with their
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students, and having the experiences themselves
empowers them to use the outdoors in their instruction.
These teachers are finding that being outside is rewarding and that learning nature’s lessons is inspiring and
fun. They are making a commitment to engage their
students in the outdoors.
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Replaying Recess: An Inquiry Into the
Value of Outdoor Play in School
Emily Stanley
Jemicy Lower and Middle School
Owings Mills, MD

A Model of Outdoor Experience
A unique outdoor program that arose at a school in
Maryland 35 years ago continues in a very similar form
today. Children ages six to 14 take advantage of twicedaily opportunities to explore woods and stream, use a
jungle gym and swings, play informal games, spend
time with school animals, and work in the school
garden. It is an exceedingly popular program, eliciting
full participation of students and teachers. Parents
attribute much of their children’s school success to
enjoyment of this particular time in their day. Administrators consider it an essential part of a well-balanced,
rigorous curriculum. Alumni report that their participation as students strongly influenced later positive
attitudes toward outdoor activity.
This is how the first few minutes of a typical 20minute period looked to me last fall, as I videotaped for
an ethnographic case study of this program:
A bell rings to signal the end of a class. I stand
facing the school buildings, at the far edge of a
small field of patchy grass. To my left is a brightly
colored, modular play structure, with a slide,
climbing apparatus and monkey bars, a set of
swings, and small sandbox. A vegetable garden,
now overgrown with weeds, stretches along the
lower school building. To my right, the new sport
court is strewn with basketballs. Two enormous
oaks stand in the courtyard between the buildings,
their canopies shading the chipped concrete walkways that connect the middle and lower school.
This is the view that fills the lens of my video
camera, until it is suddenly obscured by a rush of
movement. Children pour out of every lower school
door and cascade toward me, some running at full
tilt, arms flailing for balance, some skipping, some
walking in tight clusters, talking, while others stroll
deliberately, apparently deep in thought. From the
middle school building, a similar torrent of larger
bodies floods out and onto the sport court, accom-
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panied by shouting and whooping so loud that I
can hardly hear what the younger ones are saying
as they approach. The cluster of girls engaged in
conversation ignores me, and moves past as one
body. Elliott comes up to me and asks for clarification on the fort treaty. While we discuss water
rights along the stream, I keep the camera aimed at
the students passing by. More than 60 children
have gone past in the last minute, all intent on a
destination that lies behind me. I aim once more at
the playground, where six first graders have
claimed swings and another four play tag in the
wood chips around the climbing structure. A
teacher shares a bench with a first grade boy. A
football game is underway on the field among

In this article, I describe a study
of outdoor play conducted in a
small, independent school serving
children with specific language
disabilities, or dyslexia.
several fifth graders. Two children search through
the vegetable garden. At least 20 middle school
boys and girls play basketball and 4-square on the
sport court with the physical education instructor.
Several clusters of middle school girls huddle at
picnic tables near the play area, talking and laughing.

Researching Recess
It’s recess, a school custom that is uniquely interpreted in each context where it occurs. With increasing calls for “best practices” models of outdoor experiential education, it is a good time for educators to pay
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closer attention to often overlooked practices within
schools that offer natural opportunities to get children
engaged in the world outside. Recess has traditionally
been a way to get kids outdoors and give them a
meaningful break for free play, socializing, and physical
exercise, but it is less often recognized as a potential
seedbed for growing environmental awareness. Moreover, children who have little regular contact with
natural settings at home may find that going to school
provides an unparalleled opportunity to have fun,

This article is also intended
to stimulate reflection on how
schools contribute to or detract
from children’s healthy
relationship with outdoor
environments through their
treatment of recess.
meaningful, and safe outdoor experiences in the
company of peers and adult mentors.
In this article, I describe a study of outdoor play
conducted in a small, independent school serving
children with specific language disabilities, or dyslexia.
When Jemicy School evolved in the 1970s from a
summer tutoring camp into a full school program, it
retained much of the original flavor of the camp
experience, including an expansive attitude toward
outdoor experience. While my research focused
specifically on discovering the values held toward
outdoor play by different constituent groups of the
school community, I am also a science and environmental educator at the school. As such, I have a vested
interest in understanding how a practice such as recess
can both contribute to environmental learning and
address the issue of children’s diminishing time spent
outdoors. Here, I provide examples from my research
of children’s encounters with different play environments in school to illustrate how three pillars of environmental education–awareness, attitude, and action–
are constructed and reinforced through recess play as
practiced at Jemicy School. This article is also intended to stimulate reflection on how schools contribute
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to or detract from children’s healthy relationship with
outdoor environments through their treatment of recess.

Reconsidering the Role of Recess
Ask nearly any child, and you will hear that recess
is their favorite part of the school day. That is, if they
have recess. Many schools have responded to pressure to meet higher academic standards by replacing
recess with core subjects. Such moves have been
demonstrated to actually have a negative effect on
student performance, while schools that have endorsed
recess have shown academic gains (Pellegrini, 2005).
At Jemicy, where students’ learning differences require
intensive (and expensive) direct instruction, it might
seem more cost effective to spend time on efficient
remediation than giving children two outdoor recesses.
In the experience of this school community, however,
this argument has been dispelled time and again. In the
words of a school administrator, “You can get more
educational benefit from a half hour of free play than
you can from an additional half hour of language
instruction. You’ll get just as much language work
accomplished in a play setting, having children work on
their expressive language skills, like how to compromise.” Alumni agreed, suggesting that it was the
balance between intensive remediation and experiential
learning, which drew on students’ areas of strength
through creative, hands-on and exploratory activities,
that created an atmosphere for success. A former
student and current school psychologist remarked,
When I was younger I really enjoyed the
woods. And I think for an active kid, with two
30-minute recesses, being able to run around
and use my body really helped me focus. Just
thinking back on my own childhood, I think it
was essential for my learning.
The school’s overarching philosophy enjoins
educators to give children the “experience of the good
life in childhood.” As far as recess is concerned, this
translates into understanding and appreciating the
meanings that children derive from the environment as
they see it, and providing a necessary diversity of
choices for activity. During the free play that happens
during recess, these meanings come from direct
encounters with a wide variety of affordances, or
environmental elements that permit action, such as a
swing, a slope, or a stick (Gibson, 1979). They also
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arise through the regular social interactions of an
established play setting (Barker, 1968), and are indirectly informed by the larger community surrounding
them (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), including parents, local
culture, and school policymakers. That a practice such
as recess occurs within such a complex ecological
structure is rarely considered (the focus usually being
on either the individual or peer group level), but is vitally
important in understanding how children may develop
long-term awareness and attitudes toward the outdoors,
and the extent to which they feel competent to act
within their environment.

Free Play
Using this guiding framework, I conducted extensive video observations of children at play, along with
interviews of a small respondent group of children, their
parents and teachers, school administrators, and alumni.
Each constituent group was asked to consider how
outdoor play fit their conception of this “good life” for
children at Jemicy. One of the most frequently cited
themes was freedom, construed both as freedom to

leads to the stream below, navigating over the
exposed roots of box elder, yellow buckeye, paulownia, and tulip poplar trees, which have anchored themselves in between the chunks of old
concrete foundation, rusty rebar, and drainage tile
that comprise much of the substrate of this hillside.
A narrow trail cuts horizontally across the steep
vertical path, winding through thick stands of privet
and spicebush, leading to a spot suddenly clear of
undergrowth. Here, in a triangle formed by three
fallen trees, there is a store. With a steady stream of
customers already starting to arrive, the fifth grade
girls who own this fort quickly organize and array
their sale items along the tops of the logs: green
apples piled into a large knothole, next to bunches
of mint and parsley from the garden. Jagged
quartzite chunks line another log. One of the store
owners rattles a dried honey locust pod invitingly,
while the other protectively cradles in her arm the
most valuable commodity of the day: a fresh, bright
green “monkey brain,” or osage orange. She
chews on a strand of onion grass. Trade begins,

During the kind of play seen in the fort culture described here, children
are immersed in a setting of relatively high biodiversity and topographic
variation, which invites and even requires them to attend to their
surroundings with all of their senses and with full physical engagement.
engage in activities that were unique to Jemicy’s brand
of outdoor play, and freedom from mainstream academic and social pressures. As dyslexic students who
have failed to thrive in other schools, children at Jemicy
(and their parents) are highly attuned to their areas of
difference and disability. They celebrate outdoor play
as freedom not only as a break from the rigors of the
classroom, but also for engaging in creative activities of
their own choosing, including many that most schools
would never consider as a recess option:
I turn, but the camera does not see 60 children
behind me. They have vanished. I know they are
here; their voices rise shrilly from the narrow
wooded valley below me. And then, there they are,
flitting through the spaces between trees and
bushes. I begin to descend the steep slope that
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with customers offering to barter a range of goods
from the woods: crystals, handfuls of spicebush
berries and sunflower seeds, artifacts such as wire,
baling twine, ceramic tile shards, and bits of plastic.
Once their purchases are in hand, they run off
down the trails, back to their forts, where their
friends are smashing rocks, damming, clearing and
making waterfalls in the stream, hunting for frogs
and salamanders. My name is called frequently, to
moderate a dispute, to look at a tiny crayfish
plucked squirming from the stream, to identify a
possible poison ivy vine.

Awareness, Attitude, Action
Environmental awareness follows a continuum
from direct observation of the world to understanding
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of abstract issues. During the kind of play seen in the
environmental empathy are directed toward animals.
Many children become completely absorbed in encounfort culture described here, children are immersed in a
ters with living things, which can effectively hold the
setting of relatively high biodiversity and topographic
attention of even the most notoriously distractible. On
variation, which invites and even requires them to
the asphalt playground where I once taught in Chicago,
attend to their surroundings with all of their senses and
kindergarteners would race from the school building to
with full physical engagement. Such early concrete
a sidewalk crack, where they would lie on their stomexperience is critical before approaching the environachs for entire recess periods watching ants carry
ment in more abstract terms. This awareness is
away crumbs from their lunch. In the small patch of
enhanced many times over by interaction with other
children who share the setting, yet whose attention may woods at Jemicy, encounters with wildlife constitute the
basis for a developing appreciation of how the environbe focused on very different things. The presence of
ment is shared with other creatures.
adult mentors contributes as well to the fund of knowlBrianna kneels by the stream, near the lower
edge that develops among the group, yet in a very
crossing log, holding a dead salamander in her
different way than through a prepared lesson.
A developing environmental attitude among children hand. She gently turns it over and traces its legs
and tail with her forefinger. Will comes over and
is one of care and concern for the world around them.
peers closely: “What is it?” “A dead salamander,”
Lack of contact with nature means fewer opportunities
she murmurs, cupping her fingers protectively
for the growth of awareness derived from direct
around it. “Cool,” he says, and watches as she
experience and for a sense of connection. Feelings of
continues to stroke and examine it. Other children
ownership and responsibility, and of affinity with
gather. “Bury it!” declares
specific environmental features,
Dan, backing away, nose
emerge during outdoor play.
wrinkled. “Yeah, but let’s
This is particularly true when
On the asphalt playground
give it a funeral first,”
children are permitted to invest
themselves in long-term play where I once taught in Chicago, suggests Maggie, who
immediately begins collectareas and to regard them as
kindergarteners would race
ing leaves for the burial.
their own:
from
the
school
building
to
“No, I just want to look at
Elliott has asked me to
come see the “cleaning crysa sidewalk crack, where they it,” Brianna insists. She
touches its distended belly
tals” that his fort has colwould
lie
on
their
stomachs
and turns it over. “I want to
lected. “See how this water is
know how it died.” Glancfor entire recess periods
all mucky?” He squats and
ing into the stream flowing
gestures to a pool of murky
watching
ants
carry
away
past, she sighs. “It’s the
water that has collected at a
crumbs from their lunch.
only one I found this year.
rock barrier composed of broken quartzite in a narrow part
Maybe it was too lonely.”
of the stream. “Now, watch.”
In either of these situaTracing the route of a thin stream of water as it
tions, my role as science teacher could have taken the
passes through the rocks, he dips his hand into
foreground, and I could have offered Elliott and
another hollow below. “See?” He wiggles his
Brianna information on other ways to think about
fingers in the water to demonstrate its visibility.
filtering water or the causes of death among sala“It’s clean now. The crystals suck up the muck.
manders in our stream. The unwritten ethic of recess
When they get full we just put new ones in.” I ask
play, however, dictates that children’s beliefs have a
why he wants to clean the water, and his look
validity all their own. In this case, the children’s
suggests that this question is absurd. “Because it’s
interest in their activity was closely entwined with an
dirty, and those guys—” he waves a hand toward
attitude of care emanating directly from their environthe next fort group downstream—”probably want
mental encounters, from play rather than from instrucclean water, too.”
tion. A former student related in an interview that her
Some of the earliest expressions of children’s
favorite part of playing in the woods was creating
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elaborate fantasies with her friends about mystical
creatures, for whom they would construct castles of
sticks and rocks. In some ways, the desire of adults to
fill the spaces in children’s experience with factual
information can create its own kind of vacuum: a
dearth of imagination. Recess is a chance to let the
outdoor environment stimulate feelings of care that are
born of wonder and made meaningful through a child’s
own imaginative narrative.
Effective action is dependent on agency, and play
may be one of the few school contexts in which
children are deemed full agents in their own activity.
What we often forget is that children need practice in
developing competence before they are prepared to
take meaningful action on behalf of their environment
(Heft & Chawla, 2006). Competence, in turn, arises
through direct, physical experience in identifying and
solving problems. In play, rather than being generated
from a set of abstractions intended to meet curricular

“And then?” I ask. “Then it gets soaked up.”

Supporting Social Meanings
A growing sense of competence in an environment
may also yield a shift in behavior. Most, but not all, of
the Jemicy lower school students choose to spend their
recess time in the woods. Choices are often made
according to age or familiarity: the very youngest or
newest students initially tend to prefer the playground,
while the older fifth or sixth graders often move out of
fort play and onto the sport court or field. One third
grade girl, Abby, steadfastly refused for a year to join
the rest of her peers in the woods throughout the fall,
remaining on the playground with younger children.
When interviewed about her play choices, Abby
revealed only that she was “not a woodsy kind of kid.”
This concerned her parents, who reported that she had
also stopped playing in the woods near her home, but
would give no reason for this change. Later that

What we often forget is that children need practice in developing
competence before they are prepared to take meaningful action on
behalf of their environment. Competence, in turn, arises through
direct, physical experience in identifying and solving problems.
standards, the problems and their solutions arise from
direct encounters with a physical environment laden
with personal and social value. Within the social
dynamic of the Jemicy woods culture, competence is
expressed through having a job and doing meaningful
work:
Jonathan and the other fifth graders are using
sticks to dig up the ground. They have cut a long,
narrow trench diagonally across the width of their fort.
“What are you digging for?” I ask. “To stop erosion,”
Jonathan answers, not looking up. His stick has an Lshaped tip, and he wields this like a mattock, smashing
it down on the rocky, root-matted dirt. David, the head
of the fort, pauses in his own digging to explain.
“When it rains, the water comes down there,” he says,
pointing to the roof of the maintenance shed just behind
the fort, “And it runs into our fort, and the mud messes
everything up. So we’re going to make it go through
this channel and into those leaves.” He gestures at a
newly collected pile at the lower end of the trench.
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spring, I was surprised to see Abby trooping along a
trail in the woods with a group of friends, heading to a
place where they had established a fort. Each day
after that, Abby could be found there, in a cave-like
structure formed by overhanging privet bushes, engaged in the usual fort activities of arranging, collecting,
and trading goods, or wading down the stream with her
friends, all of them in identical rubber boots. When
asked again about her play choices, Abby simply
replied, “I like being here now,” and proceeded to tell
me about the fort she was building in the woods at her
home with friends. According to her parents, a shift in
Abby’s friendships somehow led to a higher comfort
level with playing in the woods.
Judging by the behavior of such children as Abby,
what some might call a nature deficit is less an individual phenomenon than a social one, and a variable
one at that. Children who believe that they have
options for where they play apply a host of values to
their decisions, but in the schoolyard these are over-
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whelmingly social in nature. At Jemicy, where language processing difficulties are sometimes manifested
in poor social pragmatics, a variety of outdoor spaces
can ease differences in social competence and permit
nonthreatening practice in communicating. Teachers
note that, among the children who are intensely committed to woods and fort play, many are socially
uncomfortable in classroom settings. The same sense
of freedom to choose recess activities which enables
children to gain confidence in their physical abilities
promotes comfort in the social realm.

Prioritizing the Values of Play
An effective outdoor program must do far more
than leave no child inside, yet in many schools recess
operates under just such a low standard. Barren
schoolyards, inaccessible natural spaces, constraints on
activity, and disinterested staff can turn this time
outdoors into pointless drudgery. Likewise, over-

children who come back from recess with muddy
clothes, the value of teamwork they have derived from
unclogging the stream together can be quickly undermined by the value of cleanliness held by their teacher
or parents. An effective outdoor program also requires
commitment: daily practice and committed time and
places for play. It must be appropriate, designed with
children’s values foremost, rather than the convenience,
order, and efficiency that many adults desire. That
many, or even most, children will gravitate to the
“messiness” of a natural area, or sandbox, or mulch
pile, while some will prefer the order and predictability
of a playground set or hard surface, means not that one
is inherently better, but that diverse play environments
should be available and creative solutions devised to
manage dirt, wet weather, and other inconveniences of
outdoor play. We often insinuate to children that
somehow the environment is to blame for restricting
play and that only certain types of conditions are

That many children will gravitate to the “messiness” of a natural
area, or sandbox, or mulch pile, while some will prefer the order
and predictability of a playground set or hard surface, means not
that one is inherently better, but that diverse play environments
should be available and creative solutions devised to manage dirt,
wet weather, and other inconveniences of outdoor play.
programming recess by reducing the time for meaningful play, or turning it into physical education class or
other directed instruction, may increase efficiency in
addressing mandated standards, but it also reduces the
potential for children to develop environmental awareness, an attitude of care, or the competence to take
effective action.
Jemicy students are fortunate to have the space for
a variety of activities that draw them outside for
recess; however, it is neither the space nor the facilities
that create the kind of outdoor experiences that occur
here. Rather, it is mindful adherence to the injunction
of the school’s philosophy: provide the good life in
childhood (Malone & Tranter, 2003). To accomplish
this in the arena of outdoor play requires communicating its importance to constituents of a school community who may hold different values. For a group of
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acceptable for going outdoors, when in fact these are
usually merely excuses for protecting an adult set of
values that detracts from, rather than enhances, an
appreciation for natural phenomena.

“Do kids still play in the woods?”
This is one of the first questions that alumni ask.
Sustainability—meaning the ability of students to
engage in, enjoy, and learn from their experiences over
the long term—is one of the most salient qualities of a
successful outdoor program. A program should be able
to outlast its honeymoon phase, the initial driving force
of those responsible for its instigation, and the possibility
of escalating expense. It should be able to weather
shifts in politics and adapt to a changing social climate,
including perceptions of risk and environmental issues.
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To accomplish all this, an outdoor program must be
truly embedded within a school’s identity and congruent
with its mission. For schools that specifically use the
environment as an integrating context, or even for those
that identify themselves as “green,” this may be selfevident. For schools such as Jemicy with other distinct
missions, or which are oriented toward a more general
educational purpose, an outdoor component should be
recognized as integral to their most fundamental goals.
Sustaining healthy outdoor play in a school requires,
above all, the continuous advocacy of community
members. Unlike most curricula, its benefits are
difficult to quantify, and it is highly susceptible to the
same reductive pressures that are placed on classes
that are often deemed less important, such arts and
physical education. Because it is considered something
that doesn’t need to be “taught,” recess often represents to many educators the very worst that our
children are capable of. “Someone always got hurt, or
bullied, or left out,” remarked Jonathan, reflecting on
recess in his previous school. “I was just bored,
because they wouldn’t let us do anything,” added
Robert. A group of environmental educators in a
workshop last spring recited a litany of “no’s” from
their schools: “No running, no touching other kids, no
stepping in puddles, no touching plants, no getting
muddy, no climbing up the slide….” By treating recess
as a set of constraints, aren’t we really teaching
children that the most important part of being outdoors

Sustaining healthy outdoor
play in a school requires, above
all, the continuous advocacy
of community members.
is what you can’t do? Instead of just considering the
“No Child Left Inside” movement as a response to a
deficit expressed by children, schools need to reflect on
their responsibility for contributing to the problem and
systemic means of addressing it.
Jemicy School is not immune to the pressures that
threaten to weaken children’s relationship with nature.
Over the more than 20 years of my tenure as a teacher,
I have seen recess time reduced by nearly a half and
the space permitted for children’s play restricted, even
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as the school itself has grown. These changes reflect
ongoing compromise between changing cultural norms
and adherence to the original school philosophy. The
lesson that Jemicy has to offer other schools that are
struggling to find a place for outdoor experience is that
free play, in the form of recess, presents a unique
opportunity for supporting the good life in childhood
while nurturing the seeds of environmental stewardship.

Last Words in the Woods
A weekend of rain broke two months of drought
and brought a flood surging down the dry streambed. The first kids arriving for recess on Mon-

By treating recess as a set of
constraints, aren’t we really
teaching children that the most
important part of being outdoors
is what you can’t do?
day first gasped, then shrieked at the sight of
rushing water, broad deposits of silt, and brush left
high on the scoured banks. “What happened?!”
Aaron and Evan, 3rd grade owners of the fort
farthest downstream, spent that recess glorying in a
broad expanse of mud that had been left at their
fort. “It’s a beach!” they declared. Other children
were invited in to dig channels, build mud castles,
and sort through the relics washed up in their
territory. When the end of recess bell rang, Evan
and Aaron were the last to leave the woods. Slowly
climbing the hill, they gazed back occasionally at
the new landscape of their fort. “It’s awesome,”
said Aaron. “Yeah,” agreed Evan. “This is as
good as it gets.”
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An Interview With Joseph Cornell,
Nature Educator
Clifford E. Knapp
Northern Illinois University

J

oseph Cornell is one of the most inspiring nature
educators in the world today. His first book,
Sharing Nature with Children (1978/1998)
helped to spark a revolution in nature education, and it
soon became a classic. The popularity of this book is
due to the simple, straightforward approach he uses to
help parents, grandparents, and educators learn about
how they can have meaningful experiences with
children outside—outside in the backyard, the local
park, or in more exotic locations. His six “Sharing
Nature” books have been translated into 20 languages
and are used by educators and nature enthusiasts all
over the world. Mr. Cornell’s second book, Listening
to Nature, inspired thousands of adults to deepen their

The most positive changes
I have seen are people feeling
empowered to make a difference
and the emphasis on our
global community.
relationships and experiences with the natural world.
Mr. Cornell is the founder and director of Sharing
Nature Worldwide, a popular nature awareness program for children and adults. He is the honorary
president of Sharing Nature Japan, an organization of
11,000 leaders and 224 regional associations. In 1997
the Japanese Ministry of Education officially recognized Sharing Nature Japan (Nature Game Association)
as a “public service corporation,” a rare designation
given to only a few widely recognized service groups.
Joseph Cornell has received many awards for his
books and programs. He received the prestigious
Honorary Award from the National Association of
Interpretation “for his vast contribution to the field of
natural science education.” The Hungarian Society for
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Environmental Education awarded him with an Honorary Membership for his “service as a role model for
educators worldwide.” In 2001 he received an honorary doctoral degree from Unity College in Maine “for
his illustrious career as a nature educator and writer.”
More recently, he received the Countess SonjaBernadotte-Prize in Germany for his vast influence on
environmental education in Central Europe.
On a more personal note, I have had the pleasure
of knowing Joseph for more than 25 years. I have
attended many of his nature programs and invited him
to present workshops to my graduate students at
Northern Illinois University. I have visited him at his
home in Nevada City, California. We have also been on
several workshop programs together, and he has been a
guest in my home. I have collected all of his books,
used them in my teaching, and recommended them to
my students. More rewarding than reading his books is
meeting him in person. He has a warm, comfortable
personality with an infectious laugh and a dynamic and
energy-packed way of being with people. Once he
introduces himself and the workshop agenda, his
audiences are caught up into his enthusiasm and
dedication to the field of nature education.
In the following interview Joseph Cornell elaborates upon his work and explains why he believes his
30-year career has been so successful. To find out
more about his activities, visit www.sharingnature.com
and www.giftofpeace.org
CK: You have just celebrated your 30th year as
a nature educator. What are some of the important
changes in sharing nature that you have seen since
you began?
JC: The most positive changes I have seen are
people feeling empowered to make a difference and
the emphasis on our global community. The nature
education field has matured in the sophistication of its
programs, as well. Many more educators and institu-
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tions are embracing experiential, intuitive ways of
teaching. I feel it is essential that we share nature in
deeply inspiring ways. Tanaka Shozo, the great Japanese pioneering naturalist, said, “The care of rivers is
not a question of rivers but of the human heart.”
CK: What early experiences in your life implanted a love of nature in you and a desire to
teach others about the natural world?
JC: When I was five years old, I was in my
backyard and looking intently upward into a thick fog
when all of a sudden, bursting through a gap in the fog,
came a flock of pearl white snow geese. It seemed as
if the sky had given birth to them. Seeing the snow
geese thrilled me deeply, and ever since I’ve wanted to
immerse myself in nature. By the time I was 12, I was
waking up every morning at dawn to run through the
wild lands near my home.
CK: You have traveled to 30 countries in the
world to share nature with others. Where have you
found the most enthusiasm for your approach to
nature education?
JC: I’ve found the deepest appreciation for my
work is in countries that understand things intuitively
and with the heart. Science describes reality; intuition
perceives life directly. Countries like Brazil, Japan,
Slovenia, Taiwan, South Korea, Greece, and India are
examples of nations that are more feeling oriented.
Sharing Nature uses experiential methods to help
people understand the principles of ecology in scientific
as well as philosophical or spiritual ways, so people
from diverse cultures and nations have all responded
quite positively to our program. In Japan, they say our
nature activities are “very Japanese.” In Greece I was
told, “They’re very Greek.”
Today I mostly travel to countries where we have
strong Sharing Nature organizations like Japan, Germany, Netherlands, Brazil, and South Korea. In Japan
alone, there are 11,000 trained Sharing Nature leaders
in 224 regional organizations.
CK: Your books have been translated into 20
languages. Can you explain why your writings have
been so popular all over the world?
JC: The Sharing Nature books offer educators
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engaging, easy-to-use, and effective nature activities
they can use successfully with their students. Besides
teaching ecology creatively, these games help people
experience a profound sense of joy, serenity, and
belonging to the natural world. We also use an innovative outdoor teaching strategy called Flow Learning,
which has been praised worldwide by educators and
group facilitators. Flow Learning gives teachers and
youth leaders a simple, structured way to guide students into their own, direct experiences of nature.

I’ve found the deepest
appreciation for my work is in
countries that understand things
intuitively and with the heart.
Through playful games that awaken the student’s
curiosity and enthusiasm, learning becomes fun, immediate, and dynamic, instead of static and secondhand.
The students emerge with a living, fresh understanding
and reverence for nature. The four stages of the flow
learning system are 1) Awaken Enthusiasm; 2) Focus
Attention; 3) Direct Experience; 4) Share Inspiration.
Each stage serves as a way to present different nature
games and activities in accordance with how people
learn. In fact, I have organized much of the contents of
my book, Sharing Nature With Children II (1989) this
way. The initial stage of awakening enthusiasm engages people with focused experiences that are playful
and active. It is my way of getting the group rapidly
involved in hands-on and minds-on games. We usually
laugh a lot during this beginning set of activities. The
second stage focuses attention on one or more of their
physical senses of touch, hearing, and sight. Through
these carefully selected activities, participants become
more calm, observant, and receptive to their surroundings. During the third stage of deeper and direct
adventures into nature, learners fully enter into a
greater sense of harmony and wonder with their place.
These games help us discover an inner sense of love,
understanding, and belonging. The last stage of sharing
inspiration enables the participants to further bond with
their group, share personal experiences, and reflect on
the meaning of the activities. At this time the leader
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gets feedback from the group and can also share
inspiring stories about environmental role models and
others who have made a difference in the world of
nature. To describe flow learning in simple terms, it is a
way of sequencing and organizing nature activities that
honors principles of good teaching and learning.
CK: You teach nature workshops to adults from
all walks of life. How have teachers responded to
your message about the importance of teaching
students to love nature and have fun before trying
to teach them about the facts of nature?
JC: When I have been introducing the Sharing
Nature program overseas, a common reaction among
educators is surprise, then delight, as they discover that
a way of teaching exists that goes beyond learning

To the Navajo, the environment is
as much a part of who they are as
are their own arms and legs.
facts. Whether in Australia, China, or Scotland, the
reaction has been extremely enthusiastic. In Brazil, our
country coordinator, Rita, gave a workshop in the
Amazon for professional ecotourism guides, some of
whom had worked in the area for 40 years. Their
attitude at first was that she had little to teach them.
But after several Sharing Nature activities, a woman
approached Rita and said with deep emotion, “You are
helping me find the forest inside of me! We don’t know
the forest in this way!” A teacher in the Southwest
once asked the children in his class to draw a picture of
themselves. He recalled, “The American children
completely covered the paper with a drawing of their
body, but my Navajo students drew themselves differently. They made their bodies much smaller and
included the nearby mountains, canyon walls, and dry
desert washes. To the Navajo, the environment is as
much a part of who they are as are their own arms and
legs.” The understanding that we are a part of something larger than ourselves is nature’s greatest gift.
With it, our sense of identity expands and, by extension,
so does our compassion for all things. Nurturing a love
of nature is the goal of each Sharing Nature activity
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and all our programs.
CK: What are three of your most powerful
nature activities and what do you think makes them
so powerful?
JC: There are so many great nature activities it is
hard to choose only three. The following activities have
become quite popular and well loved all over the world:
The Unnature Trail game focuses the attention of
even restless children and turns them into enthusiastic
observers. The game is played by placing human-made
objects along one side of a trail and having the children
walk over the section of trail one at a time, trying to
spot as many objects as they can. Some of the objects,
such as a nail, rubber band, or clothespin should blend
in with the surroundings. One child said after playing
this activity, “I saw a lizard blink 13 feet away!”
In Interview with Nature, you look for a special
rock, plant, or animal that has an interesting story to
tell. You ask it questions such as, “What events have
you seen in your life? What is it like to live here? Is
there something you would like to tell me?” People
sometimes feel a little awkward at first talking to
something as if it were alive. But very quickly they
come to appreciate the fact that their rock or tree has
a precious life of its own.
The Camera Game’s forte is heightening people’s
perception. This activity is played with two people: one
is the photographer, the other the camera. When the
“photographer” taps the shoulder of the “camera”
twice, the camera-person opens his or her eyes on a
nearby scene. Then after three to five seconds, the
photographer taps the “camera’s” shoulder once to
close the camera’s eyes. Because the camera-person
looks for only a few seconds—before his mind begins
to daydream—the impact of the “picture” is quite
powerful. Players of the Camera Game have told me
that they’ve retained a vivid memory of their pictures
for five, even eight years afterwards. The Camera
Game helps children and adults experience what it is
like to truly see. This activity also gives the “photographer” the incentive to look for and share beauty with
another person.
CK: Everyone is not as enthusiastic about
nature as you are. What have been some of your
greatest challenges in teaching others and having
them become motivated and involved in sharing
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nature with children?

or reservations they might have.

JC: My greatest challenges have come when I
have been unable to create a positive and uplifting
atmosphere for learning and interacting with nature. I
have found, however, that when I’ve been able to use
the playful and joyful Sharing Nature activities and the
Flow Learning process, I have been able to work
successfully with all kinds of groups. Stories, fun
activities, and deeply meaningful and rewarding nature
experiences all help to win children and adults over to
the process by helping them overcome any restlessness

Editor’s Note: I have been a participant in several
of Joseph’s nature workshops and presentations. His
authenticity and dedication to his work was evident as
he guided us through activities that he had led hundreds
of times before. He might correct me and say that
what he does is not work; it’s play. No matter what it is
called, Joseph is helping to shape a more gentle and
peaceful world by connecting people to nature. It has
been a pleasure to know and learn alongside of him.
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What Can I Read If I Want to Learn More?
Useful Sources for Teaching About the Outdoors:
An Annotated Bibliography
Compiled by C. E. Knapp
Northern Illinois University

P

ublications written to guide educators in teaching about nature, number in the hundreds of thousands. This
annotated bibliography lists some of the books that have helped shape my philosophy of teaching and
learning in the places I’ve lived. This selection represents only a fraction of the books on my shelves, but
they all have the potential to change a teacher’s knowledge and practice in connecting children with nature.
Abram, D. (1996). The spell of the sensuous: Perception and language in a more-than-human world. New
York: Vintage Books.
The premise of this book supports the idea that the essence of our humanity is dependent upon our intimate
contact with what is not human. The author provides unique perspectives on language and the senses, as well
as philosophical reflection and intriguing information about the animate earth.
Carson, R. (1965). The sense of wonder. New York: Harper & Row.
This classic text was first copyrighted in 1956 and describes the author’s nature explorations with her nephew
Roger Christie. Carson’s story of their adventures on the Maine coast contains nuggets of wisdom about the
importance of teaching children about the natural world.
Comstock, A. B. (1911). Handbook of nature-study. Ithaca, New York: Comstock Publishing Associates.
This classic guide to nature study has been translated into eight languages and is still in print after 24 editions.
It consists of teaching suggestions and lesson outlines on a wide variety of nature topics that still have relevance for teachers.
Cornell, J. (1989). Sharing nature with children II: A sequel to the classic parents’ & teachers’ nature
awareness guidebook. Nevada City, CA: Dawn Publications.
The author outlines his system of flow learning—a way of organizing and sequencing nature activities to
maximize their value to the participants. Through his writings and workshops, Cornell has influenced the way
nature has been taught all over the world.
Finch, R., & Elder, J. (Eds.). (1990). The Norton book of nature writing. New York: W. W. Norton & Company.
This anthology of nature writing begins with an excerpt from Gilbert White’s 1789 book, A Natural History of
Selborne and ends with Terry Tempest Williams’ 1987 essay, In the Country of Grasses. By reading these
selections from some of the greatest nature writers, readers can learn about how these authors perceived the
natural world.
Hammerman, D. R., Hammerman, W. M., & Hammerman, E. L. (2001). Teaching in the outdoors. Danville, IL:
Interstate.
First published in 1964 and now in its fifth edition, this outdoor education classic still has value for teachers
who want to enrich their curriculum by leaving the classroom to go outside. The authors survey the field of
outdoor education and provide useful historical background as well as many teaching tips and activities.
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Hutchison, D. (2004). A natural history of place in education. New York: Teachers College Press.
According to the author, the book explores the intersection of place and education. It is an overview of placebased education for today’s schoolteachers and administrators.
Kahn, Jr. P. H., & Kellert, S. R. (Eds.). (2002). Children and nature: Psychological, sociocultural, and
evolutionary investigations. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.
The 12 chapters address several significant questions raised by the editors about children’s relationships to and
dependency on the natural world. The authors conclude that educators should seek to improve and increase
opportunities for children to experience nature through intimate and direct contacts.
Leopold, A. (1949). A sand county almanac and sketches here and there. New York: Oxford University Press.
This famous book was written by one of the most noted conservationists and wildlife ecology professors in the
United States. He writes about his discoveries on his farm in southern Wisconsin and in other places around
the country and concludes by explaining why a land ethic is critical to the nation.
Louv, R. (2008). Last child in the woods: Saving our children from nature-deficit disorder. (Updated and
Expanded Edition). Chapel Hill, NC: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill.
This best-selling book deals directly with the perceived societal problem of diminishing human contact with the
natural world. The author presents a survey of key research and lists useful actions for supporting educational
programs that achieve this goal.
Nabhan, G. P., & Trimble, S. (1994). The geography of childhood: Why children need wild places. Boston:
Beacon Press.
The authors express their concern about how few children grow up incorporating nature into their sense of
home. They write from the perspective of two fathers who are watching their own children learn about wild
places.
Russell, H. R. (1990). Ten-minute field trips: A teacher’s guide to using the school grounds for environmental studies. Washington, DC: National Science Teachers Association.
The author is an accomplished naturalist who wrote this book to help teachers use their school grounds and
local areas for short-term environmental studies. She emphasizes hand-on activities to enrich classroom
learning in science.
Sobel, D. (2008). Childhood and nature: Design principles for educators. Portland, ME: Stenhouse.
The author advocates an approach to education that honors both a child’s love of the earth and a child’s
academic and social competence. By developing seven design principles, Sobel suggests how educators can
structure learning experiences for children.
Orr, D. W. (1994, 2004). Earth in mind: On education, environment, and the human prospect. Washington,
DC: Island Press.
This book outlines the author’s views on education and the environment. He believes that the educational
system has failed because it has not resulted in children understanding the ecological context in which they
live.
Palmer, C. (Ed.). (2006). Teaching environmental ethics. Leiden/Boston: Brill.
Many educators believe that it is important to include nature and outdoor education in the curriculum so that
students can develop an environmental ethic. This book will help teachers with that task. The authors do not
always agree on how to teach about environmental ethics, therefore the book provides alternative strategies
for teachers to consider.
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Roszak, T. (1992). The voice of the earth. New York: Simon & Schuster.
The purpose of this book on ecopsychology is to bridge the gap between the psychological and the ecological
in order to see the person and the planet as one interacting continuum. The author presents a rationale for why
humans should honor the earth.
Smith, G. A., & Dilafruz, R. W. (Eds.). (1999). Ecological education in action: On weaving education,
culture, and the environment. Albany: State University of New York Press.
Part one addresses ecological education in K-12 settings and part two deals with this topic in higher education
and nonformal settings. The editors view ecological education as a way to integrate the natural world and
human culture into educational programs.
Watts, M. T. (1975). Reading the landscape of America (Revised and Expanded Edition). New York: Collier
Books. (Republished in 1999 by Nature Study Guild Publishers, PO Box 10489, Rochester, NY 14610-0489).
The author was a naturalist for the Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois, for many years. She writes about how
to read the ecological stories of 21 places in the United States by becoming more literate in interpreting nature
and human nature.
Van Matre, S. (1974). Acclimatizing: A personal and reflective approach to a natural relationship.
Martinsville, IN: The American Camping Association.
The author was one of the early naturalists to ride the wave of a renewed interest in nature stimulated by
Earth Day in 1970. This book contains creative nature activities that promote imagination, awareness, and
immersion into the natural world.
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About Thresholds
In the summer of 1973, several professors from the former Department of Secondary Education at
Northern Illinois University discussed the possibility for an education journal that united secondary school
practitioners and university professors in dialog. They talked about problems, experiments, research, and new
developments. This group, under the leadership of Dr. Leonard Pourchot, proceeded to elect a board of
directors, establish a non-profit foundation, solicit charter members, elect a managerial staff, and set the wheels
in motion for a long range goal of publishing the first issue of Thresholds in Secondary Education in February,
1975.
The word “thresholds” best represented the intention to explore ideas and share viewpoints that could lead
to new educational advances while respecting achieved values and knowledge bases. The Thresholds in
Secondary Education journal would stimulate thinking, influence education practices, inform, and inspire.
Over the years, Thresholds has broadened its focus beyond secondary education to include dialogue
between educational theorists and practitioners from diverse locations. In 1977, the journal was retitled
Thresholds in Education. Today it remains dedicated to the examination and exploration of new educational
inquiries, theories, viewpoints, and program innovations. The title of the journal was well chosen and more than
ever is relevant to the needed forum among educators in these complex times. The threshold is a structure
familiar to all cultures from ancient times. Taken literally, it is the traverse beam of a doorframe. But it also
stands as a metaphor for moving through time, place, and process. Thresholds are crossing-over places where
we venture from the securely known to the uncharted spaces.
The publication of the Thresholds in Education Journal is a cooperative effort between the Thresholds in
Education Foundation, the Department of Leadership, Educational Psychology and Foundations, and the
College of Education.
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